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ABSTRACT 

In average, 2-3 no of total fire loss claims have been recorded at tea factories in Srilanka every 
year. As an Insurance Engineer, we have been experienced that financial losses were 
considerable high amount as result of fire losses. The objective is to determine cause of the tea 
factory fires and manage tea factory fire risk. I have analyzed tea factory claims which were 
intimated from 2005-2009 at Srilanka insurance. Then Identify cause of the damage for each 
and every fire case and find out most vulnerable area/machine in the tea factory. Then carried 
out technical comparison of the effected dryers agianst the new dryer units at the current 
market, then propose optimal solution for identified area to avert fire risk in the tea factory, 
finally I have performed cost benefit study regarding my solution against Insurance premium. 
It has been highlighted that fires which were driven from dryers are most disasters & caused 
heavy financial losses according to the study. Also fire risk is high in old dryer units 
compared to new dryer units available at the market due to its superior construction and safety 
aspects. My conclusion is that Infrared detector coupled with auto alarm system is very good 
fire risk management solution for tea factory. According to the cost benefit analysis more than 
150 million value tea factories will receive cost benefit soon after they installed I.R detector 
system. But below 150 million sums insured tea factories also have a gradual cost benefit but 
intangible nature of saving as result of installation of proposed system is enormous as one fire 
means huge financial loss. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1.1 Introduction. 

The finest tea in the world is produced in Sri Lanka. Ceylon Tea remains a cornerstone of 

the economy of Sri Lanka, being second biggest export behind Garments. The cash crops 

of Tea, Rubber & Coconut continue to contribute 15% of the foreign exchange of the 

island. There are about 650 tea factories available in Srilanka. Currently only 550 tea 

factories are in operation. Tea is one of the main income source in Sri Lankan gross 

domestic production. Tea factory fires are one of the main concern which tea factory 

owners had faced in past. Lot of direct & indirect losses had been resulted due to the tea 

factory fires. As a solution tea factory owners are insuring their tea factories. 

There are numerous possibilities that fire can be originated in a tea factory. Over the years 

Sri-Lanka Insurance Corporation have been experienced that tea factory fires are 

occasioned due to the various reasons. Purpose of this study is to minimize tea factory fire 

occurrences & propose optimal solution to the tea factory owners regarding protection 

methods & insurance aspects. 

1.2 Production process 

The entire production process, from plucking to packing, takes around 24 hours, The first 

stage is plucking the leaves still extremely labor intensive, providing work for some 

300,000 estate workers across the island (mainly but exclusively women). Tea pickers 

select the youngest two leaves & bud from the end of every branch-bushes are plucked 

every seven days in the dry season, twice as often in the wet. 



Following plucking, leaves are dried by being spread out in huge troughs while air is 

blown through them to remove the moisture. 

Figure 1.1 :Through unit 

After which they are crushed for around thirty minutes, an action which releases juices & 

triggers fermentation-the conditions & length of time under which the leaves ferment is 

one of the crucial elements in determining the quality of the tea. 

Figure 1.2:Tea Roller 



Once sufficient fermentation has taken place, the tea is dried in a heated chamber, 

preventing further fermentation & producing the black tea which is the staple form of the 

drink consumed worldwide. 

Figure 1.3:Tea Dryer 

( • r a t l i n g T e n 

The resultant bulk tea is then filtered into different-sized particles & graded. The finest 

teas-often described as "leaf teas, since they consists of relatively large pieces of 

unbroken leaf-are known "pekoes". Lower grades are indicated by the addition of the word 

"broken", while at the bottom of the scale come "tannings" & "dust", which form the basis 

of most cheap commercial tea. 
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Figure 1.4: Sitting machine 

Figurel.5: Color sorting machine 

Weighing & packing of the final tea 

Final tea is being packed in the bags. They are kept in the stores until final dispatching. 



Main equipments & machinery uses in tea factory 

(Orthodox Method) 

1. Tea Weighing machines 

2. Tea conveyors 

3. Withering troughs- couple with motors 

4. Tea rolling machine 

These rollers are come under several sizes (42,44,47,48 inches) 

5. Tea sifting machines 

6. Tea dryer 

7. Tea Grading machines 

• Michi sifter 

• Middleton sifter 

• Chota sifter 

• Teri nipper 

• Winover 

• Electronic color separator 

8. Stand by power generating machine 

(CTC Method) 

Instead of tea rollers, Tea cutters are employing in this method. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2.1 Literature survey 

The purpose of the Literature survey is find out actual fire claims which were 

recorded in the Srilanka insurance in last four (4) years. I have investigated total 

nos of 319 claims intimated by tea factories from 2005/07/25 to 8/19/2009.Tea 

factory claim list is attached in annexures with claim no, insured name, policy 

number and date of the accident. I have found out exactly 17 cases of fire instances 

at the tea factories in the above period due to various reasons. 

Total Tea factory Claims 
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2.2 FIRE CASE STUDIES 

Case 1 

Claim no - F/FRT/1/010/1000058/06 

Location - Meddekande Tea Factory 

Meddekanda estate -Balangoda 

Date of damage - 22 January 2006 

Cause of the damage - The cause of the damage is a fire erupted in the tea leaves being 

dried inside the dryer. A flying out spark from the fire wood furnace tube may have 

escaped through a leaky joint and has enter in to the chamber is the most probably started 

fire. 

Tea fed into drier chamber from the top is getting dried on a set of horizontally moving 

perforated trays by the hot air passing upwards through the chamber. The air is fed in to 

the chamber through the grid plated at the bottom. The grid plate is a perforated and flat 

shaped. Tea is getting dried due to the it moving with the hot perforated plate and also fall 

down of the tea from that perforated plates at its final stage. The process has been arranged 

to make the hottest air coming directly from the heater is go through the tea getting dried at 

their final stage which is the tea is get fallen down from the perforated plates. Any flying 

spark in the incoming air flow can start a fire easily on the tea at the grid plate. 

Negative aspect of the design 

• Fed in and fed out of the tea is conveyed and mechanized. 

The burning tea will be fed from drier to other machines at next stage of processing line by 

the belt conveyors and fire can spread further more by mechanical means also at a fire 

situation in the dryer. 



Nature & extend of the damage. 

• Entire steel frame work of the heater unit including the side doors were warped 

together with the heat insulation on them, due to the heat of the fire. 

• The grid plate is deformed 

• Large no of perforated trays about 75 nos were warped due to the heat, about 20 

nos of them were beyond repairs 

• An inspection door glass was cracked due to the heat 

• The spill prevention plated on the both sided of the chamber are deformed 

• A conveyor belt at the discharge side of the drier was burnt and beyond usable 

condition. 

Adequacy of sum insured - sum insured is reasonable 

Claimed amount - Rs 216,300/-

Liability - Admitted 

Paid - Rs 216,300/-

Case 2 

Claim no - F/FRT/1/010/10000557/06 

Location - Madulsima Plantation Limited, Roeberry group,Pitamaruwa 

Date of the damage - 04 April 2006 

Cause of the damage. 

Lightning surge entered directly in to the tea factory through the power line thus causing 

fire in the electrical system 

Reason. 

The location of the tea factory is highly vulnerable to lightning, it was reported that, the 

factory has been struck lightning in 2001 on 3 r d march , In 2003 on 6 * September in 2004 

on 1 s t April (killing a women worker and causing a considerable damage to the tea factory 

and 11 * of October 2005. 
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Nature & extent of the damage 

• The following electrical items and the parts of the electrical installation were burnt 

at the incident. 

1. The internal wiring of the Main electrical control board 

2. The main cable of the Office & bungalow 

3. 12 nos o f40W chokes 

4. 09 nos of 65 W chokes 

5. 12 nos of 4 feets tube lights 

6. 09 nos of 5 feets tube lights 

7. 21 nos of florescent bulb starters 

8. The distribution boards(32A X 6 way) at the First loft 

Total claimed amount - Rs 524,044/-

Paid -Rs 153,837/-

Case 3 
Claim no-F/FBP/1/010/1003129/08 

Location - Athuraliya Tea factory- Athuraliy -Akurassa 

Date of damage - 17/10/2008 

Cause of the damage - Lightning & fire. 

Event - The generator was being running during the period of power cut on that day there 

was heavy rain accompanied with lightning & thunder at about 11.00 Am. it was black out 

the factory. The power generator was stopped. The generator had been damaged and flash 

in side the some burning marks are appeared on the coils. Details of the generator- Model -

DCA125SA-Make Denyo-Rated power - 125 kVA. 

Extent of the damage 

• Stator has to be rewinding 

• Armature has to be rewinding 

Sum insured - reinstatement price of same capacity generator - Rs 1,200,000/-

Insured value of the generator - Rs 1,000,000/-
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Figure 2 . 3 : Damaged startor 
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Case 4 

11 

Claim no -F/FR171/010/1001029/2008 

Location -Panilkanda Tea factory, Ulinduwewawa, Deniyaya 

Date of loss- 27/04/2008 

Cause of the damage - 4 X 120 mm 2 cu/XLPE/SWA/PVC type cable was got fired due to 

the high current through the cable. Total cable length is 24 m .This cable is connected 

between the Transformer and the main panel board of the factory. The cable was wired 

under the ground. 

In present, this factory is undergoing large expansion by installing new machineries. 

Insured is failed to replace main electric supply cable in order to withstand the current 

rated amperage 

Liability is not admitted 

Reason - Reasonable precautions had not been taken to minimize the loss Condition-3 of 

the policy been violated 

Claim amount -Rs 506,710/-

New replace cable - 4 X 185 mm 2 cu/XLPE/SWA/PVC 

Paid -Rs 200,000/- as commercial reasons 

Case 5 

Claim no- F/FRT/1/010/1001959/2007 

Location - Galpadithanna Tea factory Lellupitiya 

Rathnapura 

Date of loss - 16/09/2007 

Cause of the damage- This damage was caused due to the fire inside the tea drying 

Chamber. It is revealed that tiny burning particle has been entered in to the dryer section 

from the heater section. The conquest dryer had been affected .about 500 kg of processing 

tea and total of 142 nos of 6 feets length dryer trays had got warped. 

• Liability - Admitted 

• Reinstatement price - Rs 12,000,000/-

• Sum insured - Rs 9,000,000/-



• Claim amount - Rs 734,850/-

• Paid - Rs 523,580/-

Case 6 

Claim no - F/FRTV1/010/1000278/2007 

Location - Lions Tea factory, Kekundeniya, Beralapanathrara 

Incident - Fire in the Sifting room 

Cause -A quantity of made tea manufactured to wards the end of the day on the 2/3/2007 

stored in plastic baskets and kept in the sifting room has been smoldering overnight and 

throughout the following day until the 'fire' which had broken out was discovered early in 

the morning of the 4/3/2007 (the previous day the 3 rd being a holiday for the factory 

employees) This fire has indeed initiated by glowing particles of tea which had been 

discharged from the dryer. Upon examination of the heater a broken tube was discovered 

proving the fact that incendiary material/spark were being carried in to the drier. 

Extent of the damage. 

• Sifting room is damaged/color sorters is damaged 

• About 5500 kg of made tea at shifting room was burnt due to the fire. 

• About 65 nos of plastic buckets used for storing above made tea. 

• Claim amount - Rs 30,061,913/-

• Paid-Rs 25,828,919/-
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Case 7 

13 

Claim no -F/FRT/1/010/1000330/2009 

Location -Ekvin Tea Factory-Opata Galle 

Date of Damage - 04/06/2008 

Cause of the damage - The sirricco dryer in the tea factory had caught fire at about 9.15 

PM on 04/06/2008 when carrying out withering 

Extent of the damage. 

Tea dryer trays & about 200 kg of drying tea was burnt 

Claimed amount - Rs 966,260/-

Offered - Rs 224,300/-

Reason- Exaggeration of damage amount by insured. Extensive repair of the dryer because 

of the more wear & tare in the mating components and not due to the fire. 

Case 8 

Claim no- FRT/010/1000179/2006 

Location -Admin view tea factory-Rathnapura 

Date of damage - 05/03/2006 about 11.00 Pm 

Incident -A fire had broken out in the drying chamber of the CCC 6 feets 2 band drier 

Extent of the damage 

• CCC drier chamber 

1. Several trays were distorted 

2. tray carrying chain was damaged 

3. Conveyor belt 

4. Inspection glasses 

• Building-The underside of the loft floor boards and 2 joists were found severely 

burnt 

• Electrical installation-wiring in drier & through motors 

• Stock-Tea in drier being refired, Green leaves in troughs. 



Cause of the fire - The heater section of the drier was found in poor state of repair. 

Several round shape tubes were distorted & sagging. The oval tubes are burnt & were 

found in blanked off. The internal brick work too was in poor condition. The light of 

the above observation, particularly the condition of the tubes attributed cause of the fire 

to incendiary material form the furnace passing in to drying chamber through a 

defective tube setting ablaze the tea being drying 

Liability 

Lack of diligence leading to the breach of compulsory warranty No 1 & 3 in the 

circumstances liability had been denied (poor maintenance) 

Loss claimed - Rs 1,887,185.00 

Paid - Rs 778,724/- as commercial grounds. 

Case 9 

Claim - F/FRT/1/010/1000644/2006 

Location -Uruwela Tea factory-Uruwela estate-Akurassa. 

Date of the lose - 4 t h August 2006 

Incident-The staff working in the withering section had noted smoke and burning smell 

at about 7.10 hours on 4/8/2006.They found tea stocks within tea boxes beside the 

Dryer Machine were during, immediately took extinguish using fire Extinguisher 

appliances. 
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Proximate cause of fire 

High temperature in the dryer room caused insulation of electrical wiring and choke to 

deteriorate that resulted in short circuiting. Eventually burning the wires and lamp 

fittings. It appears burnt parts had fallen on the stock of tea. 

Exposure of Electrical fittings to high temperature over a period of time has the 

tendency for insulation deterioration as per monzineer rule. 

The electrical lamp fittings installed is an ordinary domestic type of florescent fittings 

not suitable for high temperature applications. 

Claim amount - Rs 199,5007-

Claim p a i d - R s 146,293/-

C a s e 10 

Claim no - F/FRT/1/010/1001730/2008 

Location -Galagawa Tea Factory, Bopagoda, Akurassa 

Date of loss -2008/06/13 

Cause of the damage 

4 feets tea dryer heater had been damaged. Hand of the dryer machine operator had 

accidentally hit the roller of the drier and hand was crammed and stuck in the dryer. 

The coworkers were broken the drier out let using iron bars and tools for protection the 

operations life The workers had stopped the drier hot air fan subsequently heat in the 

heater section was raised due to the high heat tubes were got sagged. 

Liability - The peril is not covered under the policy, hence liability not admitted. 

Claim amount -Rs 603,000/-

Paid -Rs 116,745/- as a commercial reasons 
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Case 11 

Claim no-F/FRTV 1/010/1001314/2008 

Date and Time of loss-7.00-7.30pm 

Address of Risk-M/s Galathara Tea Company [Pvt] Ltd. Galathara, Iththapana 

Observations-This drier has caught up by fire some where around 24 A 

May .Later the factory staff hade managed to settle it by using fire extinguishers and 

tap water. The reason for the failure is detected as entering of a 'spark of fire' to the 

drying side through a hole in a fire tube. 

This factory is not equipped with a fire hydrant system. If such system is available 

damage could have minimize. 

Extent of the damage 

CCC dryer 3 bands fire wood dryer had been damaged. It is a five feets 400 Kg per 

hour output dryer 

Claim amount - Rs 871,330/-

Liability-admitted 

Paid -Rs 396,871/-

Case 12 

Claim no-F/FRT/1/010/1000806/2006 

Location of-'Lucky' Tea Factory, Hiniduma 

Date of damage-27/8/2006 

Damage and Cause-The following items were found damaged owing to lightning & 
fire 

Damage items 
1. power factor regulator 
2. 6Nos . 15 kVar capacitors 
3. 3 Nos Line indicators 
4. Internal wiring 

Liability-Although the relevant is covered, liability was not admit in the absence of 
cover on the capacitor bank. 

16 
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Case 13 

Claim no-F/FRT/1/010/003073/08 

Location of Loss-Hidellana Tea factory - Hidellana 

Date of Loss-10/11/2008 

Circumstance and Cause of Damage- CCTV camera system is damaged. This is due to 

electrical short circuiting & fire. 

Liability was not admitted in the absence of cover on the camera unit .Serial numbers and 

sum insured of the damage items were not included. 

Claim amount - Rs 285,500/-

Adjusted amount -Rs 270,550/-

Case 14 

Clam no-F/FRT/1/010/100/480/2009 

Location Covered-Batuwangala tea factory, Lelwala, Neluwa. 

Date of lose-9/4/2009 

Circumstance and Cause of Damage 

The generator was damaged due to high voltage there was an explosion and fire inside the 

generator. Fire marks and bursting marks can be visible on the cupper coils. 

Liability-Liability is admitted. 

Claim amount -1,085,500.00 

Paid Amount - Rs 900,000/-

Case 15 

Clam no-F/FRT/1/010/1003009/2008 

Location Address-Morapitiya Tea Company [PVT] Ltd- Morapitiya 

Date of occurrence-02/11/2008 

17 



Findings 

The tea dryer ,make-Conquest ,model-BC/P-l 1/16405 ,capacity 300 kg/hr had caught fire 

on 2/11/2008 at about 5.20 am causing damages to 68 conveyor -trays and two numbers of 

810mm X 320mm inspection glasses. There are total of 128 trays in the dryer. 

Regular smoke tests are been carried out monthly in detection of leaks from combustion 

/drying chambers. 

According to factory officer who was the duty supervisor at the time of the fire had started 

at about 2.30 am and experienced the fire at 5.20am and using water and fire extinguishers 

he managed to douse the fire 

Proximate cause 

The trays and inspection glasses are damaged due to fire. The trays are six feet MS slats 

when subject to high heat because of fire they get distorted Warped and loose it malleable 

properties .The slats must be replaced. 

Case 16 

Clam no- F/FRT/1/010/1000233/2006 

Insured Property- New Sinharaja Tea Factory-Kosmulla, Neluwa 

Date and Time of incident-28/3/2006 at about 9.30 am 

Incident 

The Browns 6'Drier.the one presently in use had been lit at about 8.00am.after the day's 

manufacture had commenced about an hour earlier. While the drying of rolled tea was in 

progress since 8.30 am .an hour later a fire had been discovered in the drying chamber, the 

tea being dried having caught fire. 

Damage-The drying chamber appears severely damaged with almost all the trays requiring 

replacement. The sprockets for tray carrying chains, chain links also could be severely 

damaged, the side inspection door packing /door glasses to too will have to be replaced. 

Cause-Though the heater/heat exchanger appeared in a fairly good state of repair, 

there were two tubes with small perforations at rear ends. The heater being fired with 
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wood fuel, incendiary material /sparks would have been drawn through the 

perforations to set alight the being in the drying chamber. 

Case 17 
Claim no- F/FRT/1/01071001127/2007 

Insured - Ceylon Tea Manufactures (Pvt) Ltd. 

Location - Balagala Ella Tea Factory-Poonagala road, Liyanaghawela, Bandarawela. 

Date of loss -08 t h June 2007 

Cause of the damage 

fire had originated due to an accidental ignition of the fluff/fiber deposits on the bottom 

tray of the drying chamber which in turn causing the ignition of the fluff/fibre which had 

been collected on the ground closer to the bottom window of the drying chamber and the 

heap of dried tea which had been kept opposite of the drying chamber at the wall of the 

sifting room. The cause attribute to the above accident could most probably a defect in the 

metal tube/tubes of the heater, through which strong flow of sparks or burning/smoldering 

matter had entered in to drying chamber causing ignition of fluff deposits. 

Extent of the damage 

The entire factory had been damaged. Building is partially collapsed. Wooden floors and 

two loft stairs, windows, roof totally burnt. All most all plant and machinery were badly 

burnt. The tea stock was fully damaged. 

Special Comments 
Had the fire was detected at the initial smoldering stage, fire could not have destroyed the 

entire factory and contents. It appears that no reasonable attempt had been made in con 

trolling spread of fire after it was detected. 

1. In adequate protective system 

2. Absence of trained staff to fight fire 

3. No alarms/smoke detectors to warn officers to act immediately 

4. In adequate Task management-not calling police or fire brigade. 

Claim amount - Rs 22,050,450/-

Paid amount - Rs 15,806,273/-

102535 
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Table-2.1 : Summary - Cause of the damaged 
Case-No Origin Machine Fire extinguished or 

not? 
1 Leak from the tube Dryer Yes 
2 Lightning surge & fire Main electrical 

supply 
Yes 

3 Lightning surge & fire Stand by power 
generator 

Automatically 
extinguished. 

4 High current Underground main 
cable 

Automatically 
extinguished 

5 Leaking of burning 
particle 

Dryer Yes 

6 Leaking of burning 
particle 

Sifting room Yes 

7 Leaking of burning 
particle 

Dryer Yes 

8 Leaking of burning 
particle 

Dryer Yes 

9 Electrical wires & 
fittings at the dryer 
room caught fire due to 
the exposure of high 
heat 

Dryer room Yes 

10 Stuck of the workers 
hand in the dryer 

Dryer Yes 

11 Leaking of burning 
particle 

Dryer Yes 

12 Lightning & burst Capacity bank Self extinguished 
13 Electrical short & fire Camera system Self extinguished 
14 Fire & explosion Stand by power 

generator 
Self extinguished 

15 Leaking of burning 
particle 

Dryer Yes extinguished 

16 Leaking of burning 
particle 

Dryer Yes extinguished 

17 Leaking of burning 
particle 

Dryer No, Total loss 
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2.3Analysis 

• 09 no of occasions, fires had occurred through the leakage of the incendiary spark 

from the heater side to the dryer section. 

• Only one occasion which the dryer is caught on fire due to the negligent operators 

hand stucked inside the moving trays. 

• One occasion sifting room tea was fired due to the spark generated from already 

dried tea. This loss also can be assumed as a result of a leakage of spark from the 

heater. 

• Four occasioned stand by power generator & main panel board damaged due to the 

fire arising from lightning surge. 

• Fire was resulted in one occasion due to the electrical fittings at the Dryer room. 

Which were not suitable for dryer room applications. 

• There are about 62 cases of Lightning surge cases & due to these surges no fires 

were started. 

Conclusion as per Literature survey 

• Fires occurred through the lightning surges are isolated & damages are only 

limited for these items .These are not spreaded to other parts therefore cost of 

repairs/replacement is less. 

• Fires which are driven from dryers are most disasters & very heavy financial 

losses according to the study. 

• Majority of claims were paid under the category of lightning surges & paid 

amount is approximately-7million 

• There are 11 fire cases originated through dryer area out of 319 claims & total 

paid amount is lpprximately 65 Million 

• Therefore severities of losses are enormous in fire cases compared to lightning 

surges. 
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Fire & l i gh tn ing s u r g e cases 
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CHAPTER-3 

3. Distinguish affected system vs. Current system. 

3.1 Conventional heater & dryer 

(Schematic arrangement of the unit) 

Separation Wall Flue 

t 
Heater unit 

Drud air 
Dryer unit 

This type consists of a rectangular chamber with conveyors carrying the leaf through it, 

while hot air is being blown through it at a pressure. The conveyors are arranged in the 

form of three tray circuits run usually at a speed ratio of 10.T4.T8.The dryer chamber is 

open at the top and closed on all sides except for the hot air inlet duct. The chamber has 

chain guides and sprockets fitted to the side walls. Air baffles are fitted at the ends to 

prevent air leakage. A scrapper circuit is fitted at the bottom to scrape the floor 

continuously to prevent accumulation. A spreader is fitted above the top tray to spread out 

the material evenly. 

The trays are 4 XA inch wide of which 2 7/8 inch is perforated and are made of mild steel 

sheets with aluminum or stainless steel coating to assure absence of lead or zinc flakes 

which might come loose to become mixed with leaf particles. The trays, stiffened properly, 

are fixed to the driving chains at two ends by pins. The tray sides called lips are so 

arranged that they overlap the next tray's lip and prevent air leakage. The trays must have 

maximum perforated area per square inch. Since both surfaces are used for leaf carrying, 

the both sides of the trays must have very good finish. 
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Figure 3.2:Front section of a dryer 
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Size 

Size Type of Dryer LxHxW Volume 
4 ; Quality 12'x6'x 4' 288 eft 
6' ECP I2'x6'x 6' 432 eft 
6' Quality 16'x6'x 6.25' 600 eft 
6' Quality 18' x 4' x 6.25' 450 eft 

For drying, it is required that the volumetric content of the drying chamber is emptied 

every 2 seconds i.e., 30 changes per minute. A 6feet quality dryer will thus require to 

remove 600 x 30 = 18,000 eft of air per minute. This air is moisture laden and, therefore, 

moisture must be removed from the drying room, otherwise 'back pressure' effect will take 

place. Air comes out of the dryer chamber because of pressure differential between the 

inside of the drier and the room. If the room pressure increases, less air will come out of 

the dryer. 
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The size is expressed in terms of the length of the tray. Normal sizes are 4 feet and 6 feet. 

Capacity 

ECP driers have moisture evaporation capacity of 400-450 kg/hr. 

Working 

Fermented leaf fed to the top are carried forward and at the end of he run, the trays tilt one 

by one and discharge the leaf to the lower run. The process being repeated till the leaf in 

discharged by the bottom run onto a valve (discharge valve), which delivers the leaf 

outside the chamber. While the trays are carrying the leaf, hot air fed at the bottom pass 

through the trays and dries the leaf. 

Air Requirement in Dryer 

On an average a six feet drier has the capacity to remove 400-450 kg of water/hour. 

However, all the dryers do not have similar volumetric capacity. Volumes of some of the 

standard driers are given below: 



r 

Another aspect is of important consideration. The dryer is a pressure chamber. When the 

air from the drier is released to the atmosphere the pressure drops and air expands. With 

the drop in pressure, velocity also drops. This means the openings of the dryer room 

through which the exhaust air must escape must be larger than the top cross section of the 

drier. It is, therefore, essential to have 1.5 to 3 times the total dryer top area is exhaust 

outlets. 

Important Points in conventional tea drying 

C o n v e n t i o n a l h e a t e r s 

Cellular multitubular indirect air heaters having double vertical rows of tube on either 

side of the grate, which aids in either 3 pass or 5 pass of the flue gas. These heaters can 

be fired with firewood or oil. In these heaters hot flue gases drawn by an induced 

draught created over the grate by the ID fan & chimney pass though 2 vertical rows of 

tube-bundles on either side of the grate and overcast surfaces. Ambient fresh air drawn 

from the sides, back and top by the dryer fan, picks up heat from heated surfaces and 

enters the drying chamber. The principle of both 3 pass and 5 pass is the same except 

that in 5-pass hot air is made to pass five times in the tube banks as against 3 times in 

the 3 pass. 

Tubes- Heaters are fitted with individual tubes. Tubes are directly exposed to the flames. 

Draft System - heaters can handle both Induced and Forced air draughts. 
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3.2. Current dryers & heaters 

Conquest dryer 

The Conquest Dryer consists of a six-feet wide chamber, with insulated double walled 

construction and a fully over ground Plenum chamber. Tea Travels on six-feet wide 

perforated trays on the first two circuits before entering the fluidized bed zone. A six-feet 

stainless steel slotted grid sheet along with guide vanes underneath, provide uniform 

fluidization of teas. A pneumatic discharge valve has been fitted to collect teas at a single 

point and also cool the teas before discharge.A power efficient 

cyclone dust extraction system has been specially designed to pick-up only fiber and fluff, 

leaving the tea particles behind in the chamber. 

Aerodynamic Steel Fabricated (fully over ground) Plenum Chamber 

This eliminates entire civil work and ensures scientific air distribution for better 

fluidization. Multiple guide vanes have been provided to further control airflow. 

Figure 3.6:conquest dryer 
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Self C l e a n i n g S y s t e m ( S C S ) 

SCS ensures that whatever tea accumulated in the plenum chamber are swept out 

continuous. Cleaning & Inspection windows are provided to facilitate inspection and 

maintenance of the plenum chamber. 

E n e r g y E f f i c i e n t C y c l o n e s y s t e m 

A power efficient cyclone dust extraction system has been specially designed to pick-up 

only fiber and fluff, leaving the tea particles behind in the chamber. This system consists of 

individual cyclones with the extractor fans mounted on common hood. 

P n e u m a t i c D i s c h a r g e V a l v e 

This new arrangement, consisting of a blower and pneumatic chamber helps to cool the 

dryer mouth teas and enables single point collection on the either side of the chamber. 

Single point collection makes conveyorization-easy. 

A u t o m a t i c C o n t r o l S y s t e m ( A C S ) 

ACS comprises a Programmable Logic Counter (PLC) coupled with an AC frequency 

variator. The PLC receives the input of operating temperatures of the Conquest with the 

help of temperature sensor and adjusts the throughput time through the AC Variation 
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T a b l e 3 .1: S p e c i f i c a t i o n s o f C o n q u e s t D r y e r 

No of modules j 4 5 " 6 I • . 7 • • 1 
D r y e r specification 

Grid Area (sq.Ft.) 
Dryer Capacity (Kg/hr) ; 
(Water Evaporation) 

96(16x6) 

615 

120(20x6) 

770 

144 (24x6) 

925 

• : j 

168 (28x6) 

1080 

O u t p u t (kg/hr) 265 330 400 460 

Average Inlet Temp. °C i " 1 2 0 " " " T " 120 120 120 
Average Exhaust Temp. 
°C 45 45 45 45 

Thermal Efficiency % 79 79 ' : : 79 1 79 
Average Inlet Moisture 
% 70 7 0 , . .: H 70 70 

Power R e q u i r e m e n t 

Dry ing System 

Hot air Fan j 20 HP 25 HP j 30 HP 35 HP 

Feed Conveyor 1 HP 1 HP 1 HP 1 HP \ 

Top Circuit • 1 HP 1 HP 1 HP 1 HP j 

Bottom Circuit , 1 2 HP 2 HP 2 HP 2 .5 HP \ 

Pneumatic Dis. Valve 2 HP 2 HP 2 HP 2.5 HP 

Dust Collection System 

Dust Extractor Fan 1 5 HP 5 HP . j 7.5 HP 7.5 HP 

Dust Extractor Fan 2 j 5 HP 5 HP 5 HP 5 HP 

Dust Extractor Fan 3 5 HP 5 HP 5 HP 5 HP 

Dust Extractor Fan 4 • " " v ' .•.-•!(;- 5 HP 5 HP 5 HP j 

Dust Extractor Fan 5 ; "•• ' ••••••• •• 
• f. 

5 HP 

Overall D imens ions .!;. .!„,. ... .'..! 

Leng th 11910mm 13130mm 14350mm 15570mm i 

W i d t h 4740mm 4740mm j 4740mm 4740mm 

Heigh t 4450mm 4450mm 4450mm 4450mm 
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Tempest Dryer 

The tea is quickly pre-dried on 6 ' perforated trays in the first stage. In the second stage, 

the tea "bubbles" over another series of 4 ' perforated trays that carry the tea to the 

third and final stage - the fluidization zone. Dried tea is "steered" onwards and 

discharged - the fluff moving up is trapped by the first circuit. This new system 

provides for a lower drying temperature across three stages, ensures gradual 

removal of moisture and uniform drying of teas - from the surface as well as the core of the 

particles. 

Aerofoil Design Hot Air Fan 

For maximum efficiency , the Tempest Hot air fan has been specially designed with 

Aerofoil impeller blades to deliver the required quantum of hot air with lowest power 

consumption. A split-type outlet damper is provided for better air control. 

I 

Figure 3.7 : Tempest dryer 
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In-built Front Feeder 

A full width feed conveyor comprising a 2000mm wide PVC Belt with a spreader is 

providing to facilitate uniform feed, either manually of from a simple conveyor. The feeder 

also acts as a buffer for holding dhool for facilitating adequate feed. 

Chamber Construction 

The Tempest is modular in construction, which enables increasing of drier capacity by 

adding on additional modules. Double-walled, glass wool insulated panel ensure minimum 

heat loss and thereby increase the thermal efficiency of the dryer. 

Centralized Control Panel 

An operating console consisting of digital temperature scanner (4channel), time delay 

mechanism along with a chain condition monitor. 

Variable Speed Drive 

A variable speed drive system enables the user to set the desired drying time. Three speeds 

for the first stage and twelve speeds for 2nd & 3rd stages are available. This easily allows the 

dryer to adapt to specific operating condition. 

Energy Efficient Cyclone system 

A power efficient cyclone dust extraction system has been specially designed to pick-up 

only fiber and fluff, leaving the tea particles behind in the chamber. This system consists of 

individual cyclones with the extractor fans mounted on common hood. 

Pneumatic Discharge Valve 

This new arrangement, consisting of a blower and pneumatic chamber helps to cool the 

dryer mouth teas and enables single point collection on the either side of the chamber. 

Single point collection makes conveyorization easy. 
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T a b l e 3 . 2 : S p e c i f i c a t i o n s o f T e m p e s t d r y e r . 

1 
! 

Models TMP 164 TMP 204 TMP 244 TMP 284 

Number of Modules 
i . . . 

4 5 6 7 
1 • " 

Dryer Specification 

JGrid Plate Area (Sq. Ft) 
i I 

64(16x4) 80(20x4) 96(24x4) 112(28x4) 

Jwater Evaporation Capacity (Kg/hr) i 473 587 700 814 

[Output (Kg/hr) 200 250 300 350 
. . . . . . 

Average Inlet Temperature Deg C 110 110 110 110 

'Average Inlet Dhool Moisture % 
i 

70 70 70 70 

iThermal Efficiency % 80 80 80 80 

Power Requirement 

Hot Air Fan 15 HP 20 HP 20 HP 25 HP 

Feed Conveyor 1 HP 1 HP 1 HP 1 HP 

Top Circuit 1 HP 1 HP 1 HP 1 HP 

Bottom Circuit 2 HP 2 HP 2 HP 2 HP 

Overall Dimensions 

Length (mm) 10685 11905 13125 14345 

Width(mm) 3190 3190 3190 3190 

Height (mm) 2840 2840 2840 2840 
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3.3 Reasons for fire vulnerability in old tea dryer 

• The tubes are directly exposed to the flames of the heater unit. These tubes are 

manufactured with Cast iron. These tubes will be deteriorated due to the heat. 

• Corrosion of Cast iron tubes-Internal corrosion of cast iron pipe mainly takes place 

due to strong acidic material. If aggressive reagents containing 4.3 pH or less are 

kept in touch with cast iron pipe for a without diluting for a prolonged time, then 

corrosion factor will be increased. This acidic nature of the reagents will be factor 

of the type of fire wood use. 

• Lack of maintenance of tubes & heaters- That drier heaters be thoroughly examined 

weekly and luted and pointed as necessary. Tube joints should be properly sealed 

by heat insulated glass wool & its openings should be properly closed by using 

asbestos cements. 

• No dust collection system. 

• Improper operation & use. - The fall through is not frequently collected. The 

thermometer is not periodically checked, the exhaust temperature is not measured. 

The dryer trays are not cleaned before day's work is started 

Suitability of new system 

Better Heat Transfer - heaters are specially designed for better heat transfer. 5 pass 

heater's efficiency varies from 55 - 65% depending on model. 

Better retention of heat - heaters are constructed with better and high quality heat 

resistant materials, so heat loss is very minimal. 
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L o n g life o f C a s t i n g s - made of special superior castings, so they last much longer period 

under heat 

No M a i n t e n a n c e - Since there are no moving parts, maintenance is very minimal except 

cleaning of tube banks. 

H i g h O u t p u t s - Modular construction enables output to be matched to specific 

requirements. 

L o w P o w e r a n d F u e l C o n s u m p t i o n - Oil consumption is only 0.2 l t r s per Kg of Made 

Tea. The power consumption is only 47 w a t t s per Kg of Made Tea. 

V a r i a b l e D r y i n g T i m e - Tempest allows finer control over drying time. This enables it to 

adapt to any type of manufacturing. 

Z e r o S p i l l a g e Being fully enclosed and fitted with an efficient dust extraction system, no 

tea particles escape into the drying room. 

Table 3.3: Comparison of old & new systems 

O l d s y s t e m N e w s y s t e m 
Individual tubes Tube bank-5-10 tubes per bank 

Direct exposure to the flames No direct exposure to the flame 
No dust collection system Dust collection system 
Thermo meter Centralized control panel with sensors 
Constant speed running Variable speed drives 
Manual cleaning Self cleaning system 
High spilling of tea Low spilling 
Fire risk is high Fire risk is low 
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CHAPTER 4 

4.1 S i g n i f i c a n c e o f T e a f a c t o r y i n s u r a n c e po l i cy . 

Not like other insurance policies tea factory policy contains 2 6 nos of Warranties 

The following Warranties apply to the Tea Factories covered under this policy. 

1. Warranties N o s . 1 t o 8 inclusive must be applied to all policies 

covering buildings and or contents of Tea Factories 

2 . Warranties N o s . 9 t o 12 inclusive must be applied to all policies, 

unless the appropriate extra premium set out in the Schedule of 

Loadings is charged. 

3. Warranties N o s . 13 t o 2 5 inclusive must be applied to all policies 

to obtain the appropriate rate reduction in accordance with the 

Schedule of Allowances. 

4. Warranty N o . 2 6 must be applied to all policies covering silent 

Factories. 

N o t e 

If 1-8 compulsory warranties are not complied then no claim will be liable 

to pay. 

W a r r a n t y -1 

That the factory and all its equipment and machinery be open at all reasonable 

times during working hours for inspection by an authorized inspector employed by 

the Sri Lanka Insurance Corporation Ltd and all section of the machinery, electrical 

installation and other equipment affected by the Warranties forming part of this 

policy be maintained in an efficient condition and state of good repair. 
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Warranty -2 

That the attached Drier & Engine Rules be observed. 

Rules 

1. All chimneys, exhaust systems and flues carrying off the products of combustion 

shall be of steel or iron of a minimum thickness of 1/8", stone, concrete or bricks so 

constructed as to facilitate cleaning throughout their entire length and, if of metal, 

so placed as to be at least 12 inches from any combustible material. All flue 

manhole covers shall be of incombustible material, those within the factory 

being of stone, reinforced concrete or iron with stone or concrete heat-insulating 

tops. 

2. The complete section of any metal chimney or flue showing signs of perforation 

shall be replaced, and patchwork repair is not permitted. 

3. Every duct shall be of incombustible material. 

4. Before the construction of horizontal chimneys and drier heater separation walls is 

commenced, detailed specifications and plans must be submitted to the Sri Lanka 

Insurance Corporation Ltd and approved. 

5. All engine exhausts, other than those of internal combustion engines used for 

charging air vessels, must discharge into the open air. 

6. All woodwork in the factory situated within 6 feet of the hot air outlet of any drier 

must be protected with asbestos sheeting or other incombustible heat insulating 

substance approved by the Sri Lanka Insurance Corporation Ltd. of not less than 

3/16ths of an inch thick (fitted in such a way as to avoid any intervening space 

between the protecting material and the woodwork) unless the drier outlet be 

fitted with a deflector. 

7. Drier chimneys may be either vertical or horizontal. 

( i ) If vertical, and within 45 feet of the factory, they shall be carried to height to 

not less than 10 feet above the eaves and furnished at the base (but not below any 

damper) with a door providing adequate access for cleaning with a sweep's 

brush. 
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(ii) If horizontal :(a) Such chimneys and flues shall be of brick, stone, or 

concrete and so built as to discharge into a vertical section of a minimum height of 

6 feet situated more than 45 feet from the factory (or any building within 30 feet 

thereof) and no cross-sectional dimension of the flue and chimney shall be less 

than 24 inches. 

(b) Manholes shall be provided throughout the length of the flue at a maximum 

distance of 16 feet apart. 

(c) No sections of a flue may from a declivity in the direction in which the 

gases are intended to travel. 

(iii) Whether the chimneys be vertical or horizontal, any controlling dampers in the 

flues and/or chimneys of oil fired driers, other than those of the direct fired type, 

must be fitted with attachments to prevent their being fully closed. 

Warrenty-3-Periodic Cleaning. 

That drier heaters be thoroughly examined weekly and luted and pointed 

as necessary and all chimneys and flues be thoroughly cleaned weekly that all tea 

fluff dust and similar waste matter be removed daily from driers, heaters, ducts, 

deflectors and hot air bulking chambers in the factory and not less often than once 

in seven days from all electrical equipment, open electric wiring, attics and 

concealed spaces in which hot air circulates in such building ; and that the fluff, 

dust and similar waste matter so removed be not kept in the factory overnight. 
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Warrenty-4-Oil and Spirit 

That no oil or spirit having a flash point below 150° F be used or stored in or 

within 50 feet of the factory or in or within 50 feet of any building, which, on 

account of proximity at the factory rate, except :-

(a) Kerosene oil on the ground floor, in the reservoirs of non-pressure 

lamps used for oil filters or for illumination and in the reservoirs of not more than 

two Primus stoves and two blow lamps, none of which lamps or stoves shall be 

cleaned or filled inside the building. 

(b) Oil or spirit to the extent of the capacity of the reservoirs of internal 

combustion engines used for driving air pressure pumps. 

Warrenty-5 - Heaters and Artificial Lighting. 

That no heaters be installed or used in the upper floors or withering areas of the 

factory and only the following 

Artificial illuminants be used:-

(a) In attics-battery operated portable electric torches 

and closed candle lanterns. 

(b) In all other upper floors, bulking chambers and 

withering areas-electric light and closed candle 

lanterns. 

(c) In all other sections of the factory- electric light, 

closed candle lanterns and non-pressure oil lamps and that oil lamps and candle 

lanterns be of efficient design and be kept clean and in good repair. 

Warrenty-6-Electrical Installation 
That the electrical installation in the factory be erected and maintained in 

accordance with the rules of the SriLanka Insurance Corporation Ltd. which 

require, interalia, that before any rewiring alteration of or addition to the 

installation is carried out, a scale plan giving all particulars of the intended work be 

submitted to, and approved by the Sri Lanka Insurance Corporation Ltd. 
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Warrenty-7-No Smoking 

That no smoking be permitted in the factory or in any building attached thereto and 

that notices to this effect, written in English, Sinhalese and Tamil, in letters at least 

3 inches high, be exhibited at each entrance to the factory. 

Warrenty-8-Methyl Methacrylate 

That no combustible glass-substitutes (e.g. methyl methacrylate and materials of 

fiber-glass bonded with a thermo-setting plastic) be used for windows or other 

constructional purposes in the factory. 

Warrenty-9-Firewood 

That no firewood other than that required for one day' consumption, be at any time 

allowed in the factor or within 30 feet thereof. 

Warrenty-10-Jute Hessian 

That no jute Hessian other than that actually in use for the spreading surfaces of 

withering tats be fitted or stored within the factory. 

Warrenty-ll-Circular Saws 

That no circular saw be installed or used in, or within 30 feet of, the factory unless 

housed in a separate building or in an outside ground floor verandah room 

the enclosing structure having in either case an incombustible floor and all walls, 

other than that most remote from the main body of the factory of cement, stone 

concrete, or burnt brick of a minimum thickness of 10 inches and carried up to an 

incombustible roof and roof frame, the openings in such walls being the minimum 

necessary for the accommodation of a power drive. 
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Warrenty-12-Ducts 

That no duct, as defined in the Drier and Engine Rules be allowed in the factory. 

Warrenty-13-Drier Outlets 

(a) That no duct as defined in the Drier & Engine be allowed in the factory and 

(b) That no hot air outlet of any drier be situated with 10 feet measured in a 

horizontal direction, of an opening in the ground floor ceiling, unless such hot air 

outlet be fitted with a deflector as defined in the Drier & Engine Rules. 

Warrenty-14-Engine Exhausts 

That no engine exhaust, other than the exhaust of an internal combustion engine 

used for charging air vessels, discharge:-

(a) within 30 feet of the factory, except in a 

horizontal direction away from the factory with 

the point of discharge not less than 2 feet from 

any part of the factory and not more than 9 feet 

above the level of the engine room floor. 

(b) within 9 feet of any other building 

Warrenty-15-Withering Tats 

That there be withering tats within the factory or that if any withering tats be installed, the 

spreading surfaces thereof, and the tat frames and tat posts be of incombustible material, 

(e.g. metal asbestos) 

Warrenty-16 

That the spreading surfaces of all withering tats within the factory be of non inflammable 

material approve by the Sri Lanka Insurance Corporation Ltd. 
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W a r r e n t y - 1 7 - H e a t e r S e p a r a t i o n 

That the heater sections of all driers in the factory be situated in a room completely 

enclosing them, abutting on the compound or yard of the building and having an 

incombustible floor and non cavity walls of brick stone or concrete, not less than ten 

inches in thickness and carried up to a roof entirely of concrete or Ferroconcrete in 

neither case less than five inches in thickness there being therein no windows, roof lights 

or openings other than the minimum necessary in the walls for the accommodation of a 

power drive and rotating iron doors constructed to the specifications of the SriLanka 

Insurance Corporation Ltd (which can be obtained from the Sri Lanka Insurance 

Corporation Ltd.) except that the wall most remote from the main factory building may be 

omitted, or may be of any incombustible construction (timber bearers, windows and doors 

allowed) provided that, if present, it contains permanent openings permitting an adequate 

supply of air for the efficient working of the drier and heaters; and that any section of the 

factory situated over the drier heater room be provided with concrete floor of a minimum 

thickness of five inches. 

W a r r e n t y - 1 8 - H o r i z o n t a l C h i m n e y s . 

That the heater sections of all driers be isolated in accordance with Warranty No. 17; that 

all the product of combustion there from be carried off by horizontal chimney or chimneys 

constructed in accordance with Drier & Engine No.7 (ii) and that there be no driers of the 

direct fired type from which the products of combustion discharge at any point within the 

factory. 
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Warrenty-19-Factory Constructions. 

That the external walls of the factory, including the linings thereof, contain no 

combustible material other than: 

(a) Timber bearers 

(b) Timber window frames 

(c) Timber beading over the joint incombustible 

linings. 

Warrenty-20 

That the top loft ceiling and the roof including, in both cases, the framework and supports 

thereof, contain noncombustible material. 

Warrenty-21 

That in the factory there be no fans for the circulation of air in the lofts and no bulking 

chamber, alternatively that, with the under noted exceptions, no combustible material be 

used in, and in the supporting framework of the walls , floors, ceilings, partitions, doors, 

door frames, gangways and all other sections of the bulking chamber. In the main external 

walls of the factory forming part of the bulking chamber, timber, for: 

(a) Window frames. 

(b) Supports of external metal cladding provided 

that such walls are fitted with incombustible 

linings. 

(c) Timber beading over the joins in incombustible 

linings. 
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Warrenty-22-Absence of Heaters 

That no drier heaters, no equipment for generating heat by direct combustion, other than 

equipment used solely for tea tasting and starting oil engines, and no heater chimneys 

conducting the products of combustion be allowed in, or within 30 feet of the building. 

Warrenty-23-Water Power 

That there be no internal combustion engines in the Factory and that the machinery be 

driven directly by water power only. 

Warrenty-24-Fire Extinguishing Appliances 

That the current Fire Extinguishing Appliance Rules be observed in the factory. 

Warrenty-25-Sprinkler 

That an automatic sprinkler installation satisfying Srilanka insurance corporation 

Silent Factories 

It is warranted that, notwithstanding the requirements of any other warranty attached to 

this policy, the employment of personal in tea manufacture or in any other type of worries 

prohibited in the factory, save as may be essential for cleaning and the following 

maintenance work and compliance with the requirements of Warranty No. 25 if applicable 

The operation of the driers, the engines, the dynamos and other machinery for not more 

than two hours at intervals of not less than seven days is permitted with the proviso that 

the Tea maker, or another responsible employee authorized by the Superintendent, must 

be present throughout the maintenance tests and must remain in the factory for a period of 

two hours after completion of the tests. 

During this period the Tea maker, or other authorized employee, must inspect all parts of 

the factory to ensure that no fire hazard has arisen as a result of the tests. A form of Log 
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Book must be kept in the factory in which must be recorded the periods of the maintenance 

tests and the time of closing the factory, together with the recorded confirmation of the 

authorized employee that the factory was inspected and found in order before being closed 

again. 

Fire Extinguisher appliance rule. 

There shall be installed and maintained in efficient working order in the factory. 

Drier Room : Two soda-acid or water (gas-expelled) extinguishers and six 

buckets of water. 

Sifting Room : One soda-acid or water (gas-expelled) extinguisher and six 

buckets of water. 

Engine Room : One foam type extinguisher and four buckets of dry sand or 

ashes. 

Withering Lofts : In each loft one soda-acid or water (gas-expelled) 

extinguisher and six buckets of water for each 2,500 square 

feet superficial area or part thereof. 
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4.2 T e c h n i c a l a s p e c t s o f I n s u r a n c e ( O p t i m a l T e c h n i c a l S o l u t i o n ) 

• Always insure a tea factory including buildings, Plant & machinery for 

reinstatement value in a fire insurance policy. If sum insured is less than the 

amount required to be insured the insurer shall pay only such proportion as the sum 

insured bears to the amount required to be insured. Every item if more than one 

shall be subject to this condition separately. 

Example - Part of the tea factory is destroyed due to a fire. Repair cost of damage 

is Rs 10,000,000/- According to the policy sum insured is Rs 100,000,000/-

Reinstatement cost of the factory building is Rs 200,000,000/-. 

Average condition = Rs 10,000,000 X 100,000,000/200,000,000 

= Rs 5,000,000/-

• Include all the properties in the tea factory. 

• Fill up insurance proposal form correctly & declared the entire particulars correct 

manner. 

• Obtain all additional perils(Flood/Explosion/Cyclone/storm/Tempest/Bursting 

overflowing water tanks/Malicious damage/Riot & strike/Terrorism / spontaneous 

combustion/Electrical extra/Burglary/Earth Quake with fire and shock 

• Obtain other covers(removal of debris/architectures & engineers fees 

cover/alteration of accommodation) 

• Comply compulsory warranties No 1 to 8 and other recommendations made by risk 

surveyor. 

• Obtain electronic equipment cover for electronic equipments(Color 

separators/Weighing scales/Telephone system/automation systems) 

• Obtain machinery breakdown cover for plant & machineries.(dryers/tea 

rollers/motors & sifting machines) 
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CHAPTER-5 

5.1 TEA FACTORY- RISK ASSESMENT 

The objective behind this assessment which involved of evaluation of the present condition 

of tea factory in terms of fire safety concerns. 

Safety Concerns 

Safety of the people & property of the factory is the paramount concern of all mass 

production units and hence, this was one of most important aspects of any assessment 

a. Fire hazard 

b. Structural hazards 

c. Mechanical hazards 

Supporting Evidences 

In order to facilitate the Assessment, floor plans of the different sections are obtained. 

Overview 

Tea Estate and the Factory are situated in Rathnapura. Located an altitude of 1000 feets, it 

has a plantation area of 110.88 Hectares. The Factory is a three storied structure, with the 

ground floor resting on sandstone base and brick and stone retention wall acting as the 

supporting column (base) for the garage and trough section of the first floor. 
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Ground Floor 

The brick and stone retention wall has been given a cemented plaster finish. Ground floor 

is home to the heaviest machinery of the factory and offers the only presence of steel and 

concrete in the entire of the factory. The ground floor comprises of 

1. Dreyer section 

2. Sifting section 

3. Rolling section 

4. Engine and power room 

Dryer Section 

The Dryer and Sorting Section together occupy an area about 350 square meters. The 

Section starts at brick and stone retention wall. 

Sorting Section 

The sorting section is situated immediately next to the Dryer Section and houses the 

massive sorting machines. 

Rolling Section 

The Rolling Section occupies an area of about 100 square meters. The flooring of the 

section is tiled. 
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First Floor 

Ground and First Floor Elevated Profile 

The First Floor covers the largest area in the factory and is entirely made up of wooden 

planks and beams. 

Trough Section 

The Trough Section is the first section that a visitor is introduced to in the factory Section 

occupies an area of 106.94 square meters and is entirely a wooden enterprise with the two 

troughs itself being made of wood. 
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S e c o n d F l o o r 

Ground, First and Second Floor Elevated Profile 

a) Date of Erection 

b) Number of Floors 

c) Verandahs 

d) Porticos 

e) Annex. 

f) Foundations & Ground 

Floor 

i) Main Framework 

j) Outer Walls 

k) Loft Floors 

1) Top Loft Ceiling 

m) Main Roof 

n) Windows 

o) Stairways 

Not Known(Before 1990s) 

Ground Floor & two lofts 

Along Both sides 

Two storied porch rising through front 

Verandah 

Fire wood shed at the rolling room end 

Masonry & Concrete 

Steel Columns & beams 

Masonry walls surmounted by G.I Claddings 

Wooden 

None 

Amano sheets on steel frame & purlins 

Wooden/aluminum frame with glass 

Wooden /SS/ rubber mat 
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Through allocation for loft Floors 

First Loft 

Withering Fans Size No Capacity Motor Rating 
60' x 6' 2 900 kg 7.5Hp/960rpm 
7 1 ' x 6 ' 8 1065kg 7.5Hp/960rpm 
100' x 6' 8 1500kg 10Hp/960rpm 
54' x 6' 4 810kg 7.5Hp/960rpm 
50' x 6' 6 750kg 7.5Hp/960rpm 

Second Loft 

Withering Fans Size No Capacity Motor Rating 
80' x 6' 9 1200 kg 7.5Hp/960rpm 
72' x 6' 6 1065kg 7.5Hp/960rpm 
100'x 6' 6 1500kg 10Hp/960rpm 
48' x 6' 3 720kg 5.0Hp/960rpm 

Transport of leaf is being semi automated by conveyors & weighing system is being 

fully automated by introduction of electromechanical sensors & load cells. 

General Condition 

Good/Management is keen with improvements being carried out in regard to 

manufacturing process, specially process integration & automation of manufacturing 

system. 

Sub Building 

1. Office Building 

2. Vehicle shed 

3. Labors room/generator room 

4. Fire wood shed-open yard 
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Driers 

1. Andrew Yule -3 stage drier 6 feet-appears to be in good order 

2. Conquest -2 stage drier 6 feet-2002-in order 

3. Mehendra_-2 stage drier 6feet -1993- in order 

Drier Outlets 

In order -Ceiling above the drier outlets being erected contrary to the relevant dryer 

& engine rules 

Chimney 

Vertical Steel Chimney system-In order horizontal stub chimney-In order 

Driers 

Liquid Fuel - Not in use 

Heater Verandah 

The heater section of the drier is not effectively_separated in accordance with 

warranty No 17 

Fire Extinguishing Appliances 

Soda acid ,9L water & Carbon dioxide Fire extinguishers can be observed in the 

Dryer room & sifting room. Fire hose reels are available for dryer room & 1 s t loft 

area but no compliance with warranty number 24. 
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Engine Room 

Prime Movers (1) : Dale 6 Cylinder Diesel engine coupled to 
312 KVA alternator 

Liquid Fuel : 5000 L Diesel tank in bed plate 
Exhaust : In order & Compliance with Warranty No 14 

Wiring : P.V.C Cables in steel conduits 

Supply : CEB 3 phase supply via 33 KV transformer 

Lighting Fittings 
Ground Floor Florescent Fittings 
Lofts same 

Power Installation Electrical motors -individual drives 

14 Are any of Compulsory Warranties - None 
Nos. 1 to 8 inclusive not satisfied? 

15 Are there any Optional Warranties 
Nos.9 to 12 inclusive not satisfied? - None 

16 Are there any Optional Warranties 
Nos.13 to 26 inclusive not satisfied? - 14,15,20,21 
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Recommendations 

• Lightning arresters are not installed within the factory premises. It is highly 

recommended to install suitable lightning arrester for factory premises immediately 

as factory surrounding consist with larger number of mobile transmission towers 

and it will increase the possibility of lighting affection 

• It is recommended to check and obtain a working certificate for those lighting 

arresters in once a year from external parties & earthling resistance should be 

maintained below 5 Ohms 

• It is highly recommended to install surge arresters for main electrical panel as well 

as sub electrical panel which is installed in ground floor. 

• We have observed that some power lines were drawn from generator room to the 

near building and it is not arranged in proper way. It is advisable to remove those 

power lines and install above wires through the conduits properly. 

• Recently they have removed electrical panel from electrical transmission room at 

rolling section and the space ( hole at floor) which is used to lay cables still not 

covered therefore it is advisable to cover this opening by using concrete blocks. 

• Power cables should not be exposed to the environment in the rolling room motors 

• Some electrical wires at color separation section as well as separation lines drawn 

through walls and floor without any protection. Therefore it is highly recommended 

to cover all these unprotected electrical wires. 

• First loft consist with one fire hose reel, but there is no hose reel in second loft 

therefore it is recommended to install one hose reel to second loft and also we are 

recommended to introduce two additional water type 9L fire extinguishers to both 

first and second loft and they should be situated in both sides of length of building. 

• Dry tea leaves were trapped in the out side of the overhanging heat transmitting 

ducts. This may cause to originate fire at these leaf contacted points. It is highly 

recommended that these trapped dry tea leaves should be removed from the above 

hot chamber ducts 
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Vanes of the ventilation line at color separation machine area are blocked with tea 

dust and they are not cleaned therefore tea dusts are not extracted properly and 

those dust clearly visible in the shifting room. Therefore we are recommended that 

above ducts and vanes should be properly cleaned. 

Some refuse tea bags are stored in part of shifting room and it creates hazards area 

within the premises, therefore it is recommended to remove those rejected item 

immediately or recommended to store 30 feet away from the factory premises in 

separate area. 

Room temperature of the drying area is far higher than acceptable level therefore it 

is recommended to introduce heat removing mechanism to reduce the temperature. 

Electrical wiring at drying area is not proper manner. It should maintain proper 

manner. 

Dryers & heaters should be thoroughly examined weekly for smoke leaks & the 

results of such tests must be recorded in book. 

Every hot air channel should be constructed as to facilitate cleaning throughout its 

entire length. 

A fire extinguisher should be always be at hand while hot work operations are in 

progress. 

A regular schedule of inspection and maintenance & cleaning of al electrical 

equipments should be drawn up. Particular attention should be given to 

maintenance of motor contacts in motor starters and switch gears & such 

maintenance records should be available for risk Engineer's inspection. 

That all tea fluff, dust & similar waste matter be removed daily from driers, heaters 

& be not kept in the factory overnight. 
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5.2 RISK CONCLUSION 

Risk Value Matrix Method 

• We define the probability that a fire event will occur as 

the fire risk, and the harm that would result from that 

event as the fire hazard. 

• Risk Value = Fire Hazard Value x Fire Risk Value 

Risk classification table. 

Fire Hazard 
consequences 

Value Fire Risk 

Negligible 1 Unlikely 
Slight 2 Possible 

Moderate 3 Quite Possible 

Severe 4 Likely 

Very Severe 5 Very Likely 

R i s k V a l u e M a t r i x 

F I R E H A Z A R D V A L V E 

Figure 5.1: Risk value matrix 

Fire Risk Number = 6 
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PML (Probable Maximum Loss) is an estimate of the largest loss that a building or a 

business in the building is likely to suffer considering the existing mitigation features 

because of a single fire. The PML is the maximum expected loss, expressed as a 

percentage of the building's value, when critical protection systems are functioning as 

expected. 

E M L =100% 

P M L = 100% 

According to our observations, Risk is regarded as Normal. 
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1992 

Ground Floor & one lofts 

Along Both sides 

None 

Fire wood shed at the rolling room end 

100' X 55'(Sq feet) 

5.3 Risk Assessment - Example-2 

• Date of Erection : 

• Number of Floors : 

• Verandahs : 

• Porticos : 

• Annex. 

• Dimensions 

• Foundations & Ground 

Floor : 

• Main Framework : 

• Outer Walls 

• Loft Floors 

• Top Loft Ceiling : 

• Main Roof : 

• Windows : 

Masonry & Concrete 

Steel Columns & beams 

Masonry walls surmounted by Al sheets 

Wooden 

None 

Aluminum sheets on steel frame & purlins 

Wooden/aluminum framed 

General condition 

Good/Management is keen with improvements being carried out in regard to 

manufacturing process, specially process integration & automation of manufacturing 

system. 

3 Withering fans First Loft 
7 Nos 80' X 6' 

Type of motors- 7.5 Hp 

Transport of leaf is being semi automated by conveyors. 
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Driers Sirricco -3 stage drier 6 feet 

22Hp motor of 260Kg per hour-appears to be 

In good order 

Browns -2 stage drier 4 feet-standby dryer 

Capacity of 20Hp & 150kg per hour. 

5. Dryer Outlets: In order - above the drier outlets is being erected contrary to the 

relevant dryer & engine rules. (Concrete slab above the dryer outlet) 

6 Cmimney 

7 Fuel 
Liquid Fuel - Not in use 

Horizontal stub chimney-In order 

8 Heater varrandah The heater section of the drier is not effectively 

Separated in accordance with warranty No 17 

Iron rotation door is available 

9 Fire Extingushers appliances. 

Soda acid ,9L water & Carbon dioxide Fire extinguishers can be 

observed in the Dryer room & sifting room. But no compliance with warranty 

number 24. (100L water trolley is available) 

10 Engine room. 
Prime Movers (1) 

Liquid Fuel 
Exhaust 

Stamford Diesel engine coupled to 
180 KVA alternator(Tempest) 

: 400 L Diesel tank in bed plate 
: In order & Compliance with Warranty No 14 
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11 Electrical 

Power Installation : Electrical motors -individual drives 

12 Hand illumination Electric torches 

13 Are any of Compulsory Warranties - 7 
Nos. 1 to 8 inclusive not satisfied? 

14 Are there any Optional Warranties 
Nos.9 to 12 inclusive not satisfied? - None 

15 Are there any Optional Warranties 
Nos. 13 to 26 inclusive not satisfied? - 14,15,20,21 

Reccomendations. 

• That no smoking be permitted in the factory or in any building attached thereto and 
that notices to this effect, written in Sinhalese, Tamil and English in letters at least 
3 inches high, be exhibited at each entrance to the factory. 

o Dryers & heaters should be thoroughly examined weekly for smoke leaks & the 
results of such tests must be recorded in book. 

• Every hot air channel should be constructed as to facilitate cleaning throughout its 
entire length. 

• Fire wood should be stored 30 feet away from the factory buildings. 

• There shall be installed & maintained following fire extinguishing appliance plan 
for efficient working order in the factory. 
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Wiring steel conduits 

Supply : CEB 3 phase supply. 

Lighting Fittings 
Ground Floor Florescent Fittings 
Lofts : same 



a) Loft - 2 Nos of Soda acid or water type(9L) 

b) Drier Room- 6 Nos of Soda acid or Water (9L) Extinguishers 

c) Sifting Room- 2 Nos of Soda acid or water type 

d) Engine Room - One Foam type Extinguisher 

e) Switch board-1 carbon dioxide fire extinguisher for near to each switch 

board 

• A regular schedule of inspection and maintenance & cleaning of al electrical 

equipments should be drawn up. Particular attention should be given to 

maintenance of motor contacts in motor starters and switch gears & such 

maintenance records should be available for risk Engineer's inspection. 

• That all tea fluff, dust & similar waste matter be removed daily from driers, heaters 

& be not kept in the factory overnight. 

• There should be kept at least 3 feet separation gap between dryers & tea stock. 

Fire Risk Number = 12 

PML (Probable Maximum Loss) is an estimate of the largest loss that a building 

or a business in the building is likely to suffer considering the existing mitigation features 

because of a single fire. The PML is the maximum expected loss, expressed as a 

percentage of the building's value, when critical protection systems are functioning as 

expected. 

EML=100% 

PML = 100% 

According to our observations, Risk is regarded as Normal 
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CHAPTER-6 

6.1 Suitable fire detection system & prevention system for Dryer 

• As per the literature survey results, the dryer is the main source of the fire hazard 

for the tea factory. 

• Main root cause is leaking of burning particles (Spark) from heater section to the 

dryer section via duct. 

Characteristic of a spark 

Process air is passed in to dryer section of at normal temperature of 110 degrees of Celsius. 

Flue gas generated by burning of fire wood is passing inside the cast iron tubes. Some 

times small ignition particle, tiny flame (carbon) can be entered to the process air stream. 

This spark temperature is above 300 C & if this spark is mixed with drying tea there can be 

a fire. Fire can be occurred due to two reasons. One is smoldering fire & other is a tea dust 

explosion & fire. 

Material burned Max. flame temperature (°C,) 

Wood 1027 
Gasoline 1026 

Methanol 1200 
Kerosene 990 
Animal fat 800-900 
Charcoal (forced draft) 1390 

(Source -wekipedia) 
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Temperatures of flames by appearance. 

The temperature of flames with carbon particles emitting light can be assessed by their 

color (source-wikipedia) 

Red 

Just visible: 525 °C (977 °F) 

Dull: 700 °C (1,292 °F) 

Cherry, dull: 800 °C (1,470 °F) 

Cherry, full: 900 °C (1,650 °F) 

Cherry, clear: 1,000 °C (1,830 °F) 

Orange 

Deep: 1,100 °C (2,010 °F) 

Clear: 1,200 °C (2,190 °F) 

White 

Whitish: 1,300 °C (2,370 °F) 

Bright: 1,400 °C (2,550 °F) 

Dazzling: 1,500 °C (2,730 °F 
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Under the visual examination of fire chamber of fire wood heater in the tea factory. Color 

of the flame is usually red & orange in mixture .therefore we can assume temperature of 

flame is more than 700 degrees of Celsius. Also individual carbon ignition particles have 

similar type of temperatures. 

Smoldering fires 

When this tiny flame is mixed with drying tea. Tea is getting heated up slowly & slowly. 

Then drying tea will catch on fire if the minimum ignition temperature of tea reaches. 

Explosion of tea dust. 

There must be least 4 requirements fulfilled to dust explosion & fire. 

• A cloud of combustible substances with particle size of lesser than 0.5 mm. 

• The concentration of this dust cloud must be between the lower explosion 

limit(LEL) and the upper explosion limit(UEL).The LEL for many food dust, for 

example is between 30 and 60g/meter cube, The UEL is 2 to 6 Kg per meter 

cube 

• A sufficient amount of Oxygen 

• A suitable Ignition source -E Characteristic of spark & fire in Dryer. 

• g electrical spark, Flame, Ignition source or hot surface 
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Table 6.1:Minimum ignition temperature of tea dust is -300 C 

Dust type 
(name of the solid) 

Cellulose 

Minimum ignition Minimum ignition 
temperature of a dust temperature of a dust 
layer (glow cloud in acc. with IEC 
temperature) in acc. 61241-2-1 proc. B 
with IEC 61241-2-1 
proc. A 

Source: BIA - Report (excerpt) Combustion and Explosion Variables! 
Issued by: H V B G | 
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Solution 

• Insert iron mesh inside the duct between heater & dryer. 

Aim 

Incendiary particle or flame will hit the mesh and its temperature and flame will be 

reduced at there. (Retarding effects) 

Still there is a possibility to enter incendiary materials from heater to dryer through 

the openings of the mesh. If you select very low mesh size then there will be a 

problem of pressure building up inside the system. This pressure build up will be 

affected to the flow of the dry air. Therefore this is not entirely satisfied solution to 

our problem. 

• Suitable spark detection system to install between heater & dryer ducting. 

Technical aspects. 

• Heated air passed through the dust is about 100-110 Degrees of Celsius. 

• Flame temperature is various about 700 degrees of Celsius to 1200 degrees of 
Celsius 

• Incendiary spark is having more than 700 Degrees of Celsius. 

• Spark sensing element should be able to withstand high temperature. 

• It should be capable to give quick response. 
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Spark detection Vs I.R Detector 

RELATIVE ENERGY 

Figure 6.1 :Spark detection Vs I.R Detector 

Principle of Operation 

Spark detection operates on the principle of detection of energy wave lengths that are near 

infrared in the visible light spectrum. Basically, a light sensitive silicon photocell is used in 

the detector that has useful sensitivity in approximately the 0.3-u.M to 1.1 -uM range (see 

graph). The idea is to insert the detector into a process flow stream, detect sparks or flame 

and inject water-spray into the line immediately downstream to extinguish. While this 

technology does not prevent ignition, it does provide early detection and fast response to 

minimize the potential consequences. 
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True infrared detection systems operate on the principle of detection of energy wave 

lengths that are actually in the infrared light spectrum (i.e. not in the visible light 

spectrum). Two heat sensitive lead-sulfite photocells are used that have a useful sensitivity 

in approximately the 1.5-uM to 2.8-uM range (see graph). Like a spark detector system, 

the detector is inserted into a process flow stream. Unlike a spark detector, however, a true 

infrared unit will detect hot particles at pre-ignition temperatures, as well as sparks, 

glowing embers or flames the most important distinction is that because of the longer 

wavelengths involved, true infrared systems are suitable for detection of hot particles 

before ignition as well as for sparks or flame 

Practical Considerations 

In practical terms, the two technologies, although superficially similar, are quite different. 

Each has both important applications and limitations. In many complex industrial systems 

there could be applications for both. Consider the case of a dryer that is adding heat to 

drive off moisture from the product. It is not uncommon for there to be sparks entering a 

dryer from an air heater. The reason sparks might not pose a risk in this situation is that 

they are very low in thermal mass relative to the much larger mass of product being fed 

into a dryer. In a situation of this kind a spark detector would not be particularly useful as 

it would be susceptible to be constantly detecting sparks and triggering water-spray. 

The situation could change in a dryer, however, and a risk for fire or explosion develop if, 

for example, the feed to the dryer stopped, or the material inside the dryer chamber could 

not be removed and it became overheated. A true infrared detector, however, monitoring 

the output from the dryer would provide early warning of a thermal excursion. In this 

situation true IR is the best option. 
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My Selected type of LR Detector 

Sense-WARE Spark detector IRL-80G73 

• With one Fiber Optic 

• Very fast (<1 millisecond) 

• Current increase output 

• Relays output for alarm 

• Relays output for Power On 

The Sense-WARE Spark detector for the detection of small embers sparks from glowing 

nests or flames in small closed areas. The detector can generate an alarm within 1 

millisecond. The detector has a Cone of Vision of more than 110 degrees and is sensitive 

to most artificial light sources, daylight and direct sunlight. 

SoIution-2 can be extended with following options 

Option-1. 

Water 
injector 

Hot air 

I.R 
Detector 
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Operation 

I.R detector will be detected spark or incendiary material immediately. Then 

electrical signal from the I.R detector is send to the water injectors. Then water is 

continuously sprayed to the air stream to a set time. 

Limitations 

1. There is small duct length in existing heaters & dryers to work out proposed 

system-Our Design is some times difficult to implement in to the existing 

systems because of narrow duct length & higher up stream velocity. 

2. All sparks will not originate fire in the dryers .water spray can cause 

reduction of heat supply to the dryer. This will cause energy wastages in the 

system & increased drying time & less tea production. 

3. Carry over of water droplets to the drying chamber will be affected quality 

of the tea. 

This system is not 100% suited for Existing systems because of the above 

deficiencies. Also it will not give you 100% protection as there is small 

possibility to miss hit of water jet on to the spark which there can be still 

disaster. 

Advantages. 

1. This system can be effectively used in new installations of tea dryers & 

heaters with proper water draining & drying of sprayed water inside the 

duct.( proper water absorption system) 
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Option-2 
Diversion of up stream hot air towards to atmosphere. 

Operation 

I.R detector will be detected spark or incendiary material immediately. Then 

electrical signal from the I.R detector is send to a pneumatic operated cylinder. 

Then it is will close the damper of the dryer side about 10 S and incendiary 

materials are directed towards to the outside. 

Limitation 

1.Small duct length of existing heaters & dryers to work out proposed 

system-Design is some times unable to match in to the current systems 

because of narrow duct length & higher up stream velocity. 

2. Diversion should be done after the induced draft fan. So place of the 

induce draft fan has to be changed. 

3. Also ducting arrangement has to be changed accordingly. 
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Advantages 

This is very a good solution for new installations of tea dryer & heaters & you 

could expect maximum fire protection as any detection of spark will be 

immediately discharged to the atmosphere via diversion duct with the hot air 

stream. This system can be equipped with alarm system & hose reel system too, 

so that higher fire prevention can be obtained. 

Solution-3 

The I.R detection system coupled with alarm system is more suitable protection 

device for exiting systems. Critical aspect of this system is adequate amount of 

pressurized water should be kept in the sump or tank with hose reel unit to 

immediately extinguishing of possible fire from the dryer. Hose reel should be 

minimum of lOOfts in length. 
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RL-800/1&3 Infrared Spark Detector 

Figure 6 . 2 : Spark detector 

IRL-800/1 - Only one sensor unit 

IRL-800/3 - There is a three sensor units 
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1. If the duct size is 50 cm (diameter) or below (round) then IRL 800/1 can be 

installed. 

2. If the duct size is above 50 cm, then IRL 800/3 should be selected. 

3. If the duct is square & size is above 40 cm, then IRL 800/3 should be selected. 

Figure 6.3: I.R Spark Detector installation 

This is a square shape duct. The length of the side is more than the 40cm .there should be 

fitted at least three nos of sensing element to maximize the degree of detection Level. 

Detection level is varied as per the detection angles. 
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6.2 Optimum Solution-Recommendations (Other than the Warrantees) 

Fire Protection 

1. Infra red Spark detector system should be installed with auto alarm system for all 

dryers. 

2. 1 no of 30 m fire water hose reel should be installed at dryer room. It is advisable 

that about 2000L of water should be kept inside the water tank or water sump. 

Swing Type Fire Hose Reel 

Figure 6.5: fire hose reel unit 
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6.3 Tea factory Lightning Surge Protection 

Direct Lightning strikes 

A direct strike to a building or structure will seek a path to ground either via the structural 

lightning protection system or via any other metallic path via a series of flash overs which 

may be quite unpredictable. 

Direct Lightning strikes may be transmitted with in the building via these external metallic 

services. They will seek a path to ground often via the equipment to which they may be 

connected. The aim then must be to intercept these impulses as they enter the main 

building and bypass them to earth. 

Indirect lightning. 

As well as direct lightning strikes, indirect effects can be also being damaging. For 

example if lightning strikes a building or any of the services mentioned above, transient 

over voltages may be caused through resistive, inductive and capacitive coupling. 

Resistive coupling- most common cause of the transient over voltages and in affects both 

under ground and over head lines, resistive transients occurs when a lightning strikes raises 

the electrical potential of one or more of a group of electrically interconnected buildings, 

or structures like a communications tower and its associated equipment in building. 

Common examples. 

• Building to building power Feeds 

• Power supplies from the buildings to external lightning, CCTV, or security systems 

• Telephone lines from exchange to the building 

• Telephone extensions between buildings 

• Data and LAN connections between buildings 

• RF Signal cables from antennas and tower to buildings. 
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Lightning Strike 

Lightning strike can be affected to the building-02 as result of resistance coupling. 

Inductive coupling is a magnetic field transformer effect between lightning and cables, a 

lightning discharge creates a very high current flow and this current creates on 

electromagnetic field around it. If power cabling passes through this magnetic field, 

voltage will be pickup or induced into the cable. 

This frequently occurs when lightning discharges close to overhead power lines, telephone 

cables, RF antennas or their feeders. It is not just lightning strikes from cloud to ground 

which can induce these voltages. Cloud to cloud strikes can also induce similar effects. 
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Same thing occur when a building's lightning protection scheme is strike. The lightning 

current flows to earth through the building are down conductors. The resulting magnetic 

fields may well couple to cabling with in the building inducing transient over voltages on 

to it. 

Capacitive Coupling. 

Where long lines are well isolated from earth they can raise to high voltages due to the 

capacitance between them and the charged thunder cloud. If the voltage on the lines rises 

beyond breakdown strength of the devices at either end, damage will result. 

For these reasons lightning protection against both direct and the indirect effects caused by 

induction must be provided. 

1. Structural Protection against direct lightning strike 

2. Surge protection for power distributions. 

To decide the level of protection required for building. It is necessary to categorize the 

type pf building and its contents. 

Type-1 building 

Building is with metal cladding on all walls and the roof. This provides a screened 

room environment for equipments inside .If all the cladding and roofing is satisfactory 

bonded together. Lightning can strike any part of the building and flow to ground via 

the cladding. This provided almost total protection with the building acting as a 

Faraday cage. 

4 
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Most Lightning protection standards recommended that no other protection is required. 

Steel framed building of reinforced concrete structure with metal cladding approximate 

ideal. For this type of buildings only basic surge protection such as main switch board 

surge arrestors are necessary. 

Tea factory is an ideal example for Type-1 building there fore no special type of 

Direct lightning protectors not needed and only surge protectors in main power 

panel is adequate. 

Note 

Out of 66 Lightning surges there are no direct lightning strikes according to our 

study. 

The magnitudes of lightning discharges around the world have been measured from 2000A 

to more than 200kA, with rise times to peak current of less than lOus. The variation in 

magnitude and rise times follows the "log-normal" distribution typical of many natural 

phenomena. BS6651 gives the following data: 

1% of strokes exceed 200kA 

10% of strokes exceed 80kA 

50% of strokes exceed 28kA 

90% of strokes exceed 8kA 

99% of strokes exceed 3kA 

4 
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Selected Type Surge Protectors for Tea Factory 

DIN safe - SDD3 Surge Diverters 

Novaris SDD DIN safe Surge Diverters offer powerful performance at domestic MSB and 

industrial DBs. The SDD diverters are housed in a DIN compliant, fail-safe metal 

enclosure. (Selected type -SDD3-100-275).This should be fixed to the main panel board of 

the tea factory. It has 3 L.E.D display lights. These lights are green in color. Color of these 

L:E;D turn in to red color if the surge arrestor needed to replaced. 

* ^ '*•) 

Selected type -SDD3-100-275 

Figure 6.6:Surge arrestor 

Price of this surge arrestor including instillation is approximately Rs 100,000/- and life 

type of a surge arrestor is approximately 4 years according to the Novaris Srilanka limited. 
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6.4 C o s t b e n e f i t a n a l y s i s 

1. Compulsory warranty 01 -08 should be complied by every insured. There for these 

are must requirement, therefore no points can be accommodated for these 

warranties in terms of financial point of view. 

2. Warranty No 09-12 are basically complied by all tea factories there for these are 

not considered in my analysis. These 4 warranties are relatively less importance to 

in current tea factory set up. 

Warranty-No Type Remarks 

09 Fire wood warranty Separate fire wood shed is 

available 

10 Jute Hessain No tats are using currently 

in tea factories. 

11 Circular saws Now these are not in use 

12 Ducts warranty Complied 

3. Warranty No 13-25 scores are allocated to each warranty according to the relative 

importance of each and every warranty to fire risk improvement in the tea factory. I 

have carried out approximately 200 tea factory surveys. Here I have assigned marks 

according to my experiences & fire case studies. Heater separation & fire 

extinguisher appliance are the main importance two warranties considering current 

set up of tea factories. 
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Warranty No Advantages, if complied Score 
13-Drier outlet Reduces fire spreading to the loft floor 

as result of fire in a dryer chamber or 

dryer room. 

2 

14-Engine Exhaust Tea stock can be prevented by 

accidental contact with engine Exhaust 

matters 

1 

15-Withering Tats Fire spreading in loft floors will be 

minimized 

1 

16-withering through Fire spreading in wooden loft will be 1 

surface minimized 

17-Heater separation Prevent fire sparks goes in to dryer 

room from openings 

Isolation of fire in the heater with out 

spreading to dryer side 

5 

18-Chimney Reduces fire sparks accidentally 

entered to the factory 

1 

19-factory construction Fire spreading rate is minimized 2 

20-loft floor ceiling Fire spreading is minimum at loft floor 

to roof 

1 

21-air circulation fans Fire spreading rate can be minimized 

in loft floors. 

1 

22-Absence of heaters Minimize fire risk, It will reduce fire 

risk enormously according to the 

survey results 

Special model 

23-Water power Currently uses C:E: B power. No marks 

24-Fire extinguisher It will help to extinguish small fires 5 

appliances effectively 

25-Automatic Sprinklers Not in operation in most of factories Special model 

Total = 20 
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Note- If all these warranties are complied then 20 % of premium deduction can be 

accommodated. 

Modeling of systems. 

There are two type of benefits can be resulted from proposed systems. One is direct 

benefits & other is indirect benefits. 

Direct cost benefits. 

Difference in high risk fire premium versus low risk fire premium due to implementation 

of fire minimization methods in tea factory. 

Indirect benefits. (Intangible) 

All policies consist of least 10% excess in each & every loss. Financial losses are in 

millions as consequence of tea factory fire .this 10% general excess is a considerable 

amount & will make a huge saving if a tea factory fire can be mitigated. 

Also Fire consequential losses are the other part of the saving (production time 

loss/job losing of labors/profit loss etc.) 

Here, I am interested on direct benefits, so I am analyzing cost benefit under 4 no of 

models. 
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Model-1 

Low fire 
risk factory 

Sum 
(Rs 
Mn) 

Fire 
premium 

Fire 
low 

risk(P) Difference Min(Excess) Saving 
Cost of 

installation 
50 50,000 20,000 30,000 10,000 40,000 25,000 

100 80,000 40,000 40,000 10,000 50,000 25,000 
150 112,500 45000 67,500 10,000 77,500 25,000 
200 130,000 60,000 70,000 10,000 80,000 25,000 
250 150,000 68,750 81,250 10,000 91,250 25,000 
300 165,000 75,000 90,000 10,000 100,000 25,000 
350 175,000 85,000 90,000 10,000 100,000 25,000 

Sum(Mn) Premium(original) Premium & cost of installation 
50 50,000 45,000 

100 80,000 65,000 
150 112,500 70,000 
200 130,000 85,000 
250 150,000 93,750 
300 165,000 100,000 
350 175,000 110,000 

No heater + 
Proper 
surge 
arrestors 
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Cots saving-Model-1 

200000 

150000 

# 100000 

50000 

-•— Old premium 
-•— New premium & cost 

2 3 4 5 6 

sum in 50M steps 

Model-2 

New heater systems only in dryer room + proper surge protection system 
+ Warranty( 13-25) 

= low risk factory 

Sum 
(Rs) 

Fire 
premium 

fire low 
risk(P) Difference Min(Excess) Saving 

Cost 
installation 

50 50,000 20,000 30,000 10,000 34,000 25,000 
100 80,000 40,000 40,000 10,000 42,000 25,000 
150 112,500 45000 67,500 10,000 64,000 25,000 
200 130,000 60,000 70,000 10,000 66,000 25,000 
250 150,000 68,750 81,250 10,000 75,000 25,000 
300 165,000 75,000 90,000 10,000 82,000 25,000 
350 175,000 85,000 90,000 10,000 82,000 25,000 

Sum 
(Rs) Mn 

Fire 
premium cost & new premium 

50 50,000 51,000 
100 80,000 73,000 
150 112,500 83,500 
200 130,000 99,000 
250 150,000 110,000 
300 165,000 118,000 
350 175,000 128,000 
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Total premium-(New dryers) 

200000 

150000 

£ 100000 

50000 

3 4 5 

S u m Insured in (50M) s teps 

Model-3 

Automatic sprinkler system in operation + proper surge protector system = low fire risk 

factory 

Sum(M) Premium(old) Premium & cost of installation 
50 50,000 45,000 

100 80,000 65,000 
150 112,500 70,000 
200 130,000 85,000 
250 150,000 93,750 
300 165,000 100,000 
350 175,000 110,000 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Sum insured-50M steps 

Model-04 

Old dryer in dryer room 

Low fire 
risk factory 

Sum 
(Rs)Mn 

Fire 
premium 

Fire low 
risk(P) 

Premium 
reduction Min(Excess) Savings 

Cost of 
installation 

5 0 5 0 , 0 0 0 2 0 , 0 0 0 3 0 , 0 0 0 2 5 , 0 0 0 5 5 , 0 0 0 7 0 , 0 0 0 

100 8 0 , 0 0 0 4 0 , 0 0 0 4 0 , 0 0 0 2 5 , 0 0 0 6 5 , 0 0 0 7 0 , 0 0 0 

150 1 1 2 , 5 0 0 4 5 0 0 0 6 7 , 5 0 0 2 5 . 0 0 0 9 2 , 5 0 0 7 0 , 0 0 0 

2 0 0 1 3 0 , 0 0 0 6 0 , 0 0 0 7 0 , 0 0 0 2 5 , 0 0 0 9 5 , 0 0 0 7 0 , 0 0 0 

2 5 0 1 5 0 , 0 0 0 6 8 , 7 5 0 8 1 , 2 5 0 2 5 , 0 0 0 1 0 6 , 2 5 0 7 0 , 0 0 0 

3 0 0 1 6 5 , 0 0 0 7 5 , 0 0 0 9 0 , 0 0 0 2 5 , 0 0 0 1 1 5 , 0 0 0 7 0 , 0 0 0 

3 5 0 1 7 5 , 0 0 0 8 5 , 0 0 0 9 0 , 0 0 0 2 5 , 0 0 0 1 1 5 , 0 0 0 7 0 , 0 0 0 
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Sum 
(Rs)Mn fire premium 

Cost& 
premium New premium 

premium & 
excess 

50 50,000 90,000 20,000 75,000 
100 80,000 110,000 40,000 105,000 
150 112,500 115,000 45000 137,500 
200 130,000 130,000 60,000 155,000 
250 150,000 138,750 68,750 175,000 
300 165,000 145,000 75,000 190,000 
350 175,000 155,000 85,000 200,000 

•—fire premium 

cost & premium 

premium & excess 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Sum in 50 M steps 

cost benifit(I.R detector) 

250,000 

200,000 

150,000 
to or 

100,000 

50,000 
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CONCLUSION 

• Fires occurred through the lightning surges are isolated & damages are only 

limited for these items .These are not spreaded to other parts therefore cost of 

repairs/replacement is less. 

• Fires which are driven from dryers are most disasters & very heavy financial 

losses according to the study. 

• Majority of claims were paid under the category of lightning surges & paid 

amount is approximately-7million 

• There are 11 fire cases originated through dryer area out of 319 claims & total 

paid amount is lpprximately 65 Million 

• Severities of losses are enormous in fire cases compared to lightning surges. 

Recommendations are 

1. Infra red Spark detector system should be installed with auto alarm system for all 

dryers. 

2. 1 no of 30 m fire water hose reel should be installed at dryer room. It is advisable 

that about 2000L of water should be kept inside the water tank or water sump. 

3. 50 kA capacity Novaris surge arrestor unit should be installed in to main panel 

board. 

4. Dryers & heaters should be thoroughly examined weekly for smoke leaks & the 

results of such tests must be recorded in book. 

5. That all tea fluff, dust & similar waste matter be removed daily from driers, heaters 

& be not kept in the factory overnight. 

6. No tea stocks should be kept in the dryer room. 

My conclusion is that Infrared detector coupled with auto alarm system is very good fire 

risk management solution for tea factory. According to the cost benefit analysis more than 

150 million value tea factories will receive cost benefit soon after they installed I.R 

detector system. But below 150 million sum insured tea factories also have a gradual cost 

benefit but intangible nature of saving as result of installation of prposed system is 

enormous as one fire means huge financial loss. 
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ANNEXURES -Tea factory Claim list (2005-2009) 

Policy No Tea Factory Date of loss Cause of the Damage 

F/010/FRT/35387 
ALPITIYA PLANTATIONS LTD.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK.& H.N.B. 6/30/2005 294,750.00 Fire 

F/010/FRT/34514 S.D.SAMARASEKARA, 7/25/2005 151,200.00 High voltage 

F/010/FRT/35362 
NEW SAMAN GROUP (PVT) LTD.& 
H.N.B.SORIYAWEWA, 7/25/2005 286,866.20 Mechanical break down 

F/010/FRT/35392 
K.D.S.R.UPASENA-GALPADITHENNA TEA 
FACTORY 8/1/2005 11,000.00 storm 

F/010/FRT/35494 HAUGHTON TEA COMPANY LTD. 8/5/2005 0 malicious 

F/010/FRT/34826 
BALANGODA PLANTATION LTD.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK, 9/4/2005 30,690.00 Lighting Surge 

F/010/FRT/35394 
SINGHARAJA HILLS PLANTATION (PVT) 
LTD,- 9/5/2005 350,000.00 Fire 

F/010/FRT/35309 K.D.S.R.UPASENA.& D.F.C.C. 9/7/2005 8,275.00 Lightning Surge 

F/010/FRT/35456 Nivithigala Tea Factory (Pvt) Ltd. 9/18/2005 16,245.00 Motor Damage 

F/010/FRT/35270 D.S.SENANAYAKA.& H.N.B. 10/26/2005 26,565.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35456 Haughton Tea Company (Pvt) Ltd. 11/9/2005 14,024.25 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/34470 
NANDANA TEA FACTORY PVT LTD & 
SAMPATH BANK 12/4/2005 37,350.00 Lightning Surge 

F/010/FRT/35305 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 12/6/2005 88,750.00 Motor Damage 

F/010/FRT/34627 
MADULSIMA PLANTATIONS LTD.& 
H.N.B.COLOMBO-01, 1/4/2006 33,050.00 Motor Damage 

F/010/FRT/35517 M. D. Ariyasena 1/16/2006 4,950.00 Motor Damage 

F/010/FRT/34650 R.D.SAMARASEKARA.& D.F.C.C.BANK, 1/17/2006 0 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/34815 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 1/22/2006 312,300.00 fire 

F/010/FRT/35370 D.G.YASASIRI 1/24/2006 0 Fallen tree 

F/010/FRT/35404 MALLWATTE VALLEY PLANTATIONS LTD 2/11/2006 35,000.00 Fallen tree 

F/010/FRT/35475 R.A.A. RATHNAYAKA 2/22/2006 0 Storm 

F/010/FRT/34950 K.D. UPASENA 3/6/2006 4,050.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35309 K.D.S.R.UPASENA.& D.F.C.C. 3/16/2006 225,254.40 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/34824 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 3/16/2006 51,463.00 Power Surge 

F/010/FRT/35437 
W.V.RANJITH - THOTUPALA WATTE TEA 
FACTORY 3/20/2006 1,146,831.60 fire 

F/010/FRT/35509 Malwatte Valley Plantation Pic 3/29/2006 0 Damage to junction box 

F/010/FR1735510 Malwatte Valley Plantation Pic 4/4/2006 0 Impact 

FRT/014/2009/01 
Modaragoda Kanda Tea Factory, & DFCc 
Bank, Matara 4/20/2006 0 Lightning 

F/010/FRT/35367 ELPITIYA PLANTATIONS LTD, 5/26/2006 0 Cyclone 

F/010/FRT/34950 K.D. UPASENA 5/27/2006 0 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35370 D.G.YASASIRI 6/13/2006 0 Storm 

F/010/FRT/35403 MALLWATTE VALLEY PLANTATION LTD 6/21/2006 15,000.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35434 E.P.PIYASENA 7/4/2006 25,000.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35541 D.W.R.WIMALAGUNARATHNA 8/4/2006 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35494 HAUGHTON TEA COMPANY LTD. 8/14/2006 32,732.00 High voltage 

F/010/FRT/35392 
K.D.S.R.UPASENA-GALPADITHENNA TEA 
FACTORY 8/15/2006 22,000.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35495 L.E. Liyanage 8/15/2006 0 Machine impact 

F/010/FRT/35487 DAVIDSON TEA FACTORY 8/16/2006 31,838,534.00 fire 

F/010/FRT/34827 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 8/30/2006 519,250.00 fire 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.HANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 8/31/2006 19,665.00 power fluctuation 
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F/010/FRT/35524 K. K. Dharmadasa 9/12/2006 0 power fluctuation 

F/010/FRT/35479 PAMOGA SAMAT (PVT)LTD 9/19/2006 30,000.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35323 
SURESH ASANKA GALABODA.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK, 9/25/2006 6,250.00 Lightning Surge 

F/010/FRT/35434 E.P.PIYASENA 9/25/2006 2,375.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/34470 MANAGER 10/15/2006 100,000.00 Lightning Surge 

F/010/FRT/35309 K.D.S.R.UPASENA.& D.F.C.C. 10/16/2006 0 Panel board damage 

F/010/FRT/35524 K. K. Dharmadasa 10/19/2006 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 11/6/2006 404,750.00 Fire 

F/010/FRT/35522 M/S KUDAMALANA TEA FACTORY 11/12/2006 80,800.00 power fluctuation 

F/010/FRT/35436 SUWISKA TEA FACTORY 11/21/2006 47,500.00 High voltage 

F/010/FRT/35359 
HAYCOCK VALLY TEA FACTORY & DFCC 
BANK 12/2/2006 14,900.00 High voltage 

F/010/FRT/35304 
ADAMS VIEW TEA FACTORY (PVT) LTD.& 
COMMERCIAL BANK 12/11/2006 1,887,185.00 Fire 

F/010/FRT/35305 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 12/29/2006 57,250.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35495 L.E. Liyanage 1/11/2007 0 
Photo copy machine 
damage 

F/010/FRT/35338 
KENDALANDA TEA FACTORY,* 
D.F.C.C.BANK.RATNAPURA, 1/12/2007 31,500.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35323 
SURESH ASANKA GALABODA.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK, 1/20/2007 26,560.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35495 L.E. Liyanage 1/23/2007 0 impact 

F/010/FRT/35323 
SURESH ASANKA GALABODA.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK, 1/31/2007 10,957.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35467 UDUELLA TEA FACTORY 2/7/2007 29,500.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35506 L.E.LIYANAGE 2/21/2007 348,577.26 High voltage 

F/010/FRT/35456 Haughton Tea Company (Pvt) Ltd. 2/28/2007 0 Lightning surge 

F/013/FRT/000002 L.E.LIYANAGE 3/4/2007 0.1 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35546 B.H.A PERIS 3/13/2007 8,644.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35392 
K.D.S.R.UPASENA-GALPADITHENNATEA 
FACTORY 3/25/2007 6,800.00 Power fluctuation 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 4/11/2007 33,600.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35309 K.D.S.R.UPASENA.& D.F.C.C. 4/27/2007 15,903.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35433 AGILMA TEA FACTORY 5/2/2007 174,282.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35426 
NEW NIVITHIGALA TEA FACTORY (PVT) 
LTD., 5/3/2007 1,500,000.00 Fire 

F/010/FRT/35309 K.D.S.R.UPASENA.& D.F.C.C. 5/3/2007 6,000.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35309 K.D.S.R.UPASENA.& D.F.C.C. 5/4/2007 26,100.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35440 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS, 5/6/2007 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35479 Pamoga Samat (Pvt)Ltd., 5/9/2007 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35473 Rathnayaka & Mr.A.Dias 5/15/2007 53,043.00 High current 

F/010/FRT/34817 
BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK, 5/28/2007 164,235.00 lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35370 D.G.YASASIRI 6/4/2007 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35440 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS, 6/9/2007 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35442 
KELLAPOTHA TEA FACTORY (PVT) 
LIMITED 6/11/2007 50,000.00 

Electronic Weighing 
Machine damage 

F/010/FRT/35330 
LIONS MANAGEMENT (PVT) LTD.& 
D.F.C.C. 6/19/2007 960,979.38 Fire 

F/010/FRT/35480 A.N.Lanka Pvt Ltd 6/19/2007 9,000.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35464 PRIDE TEA COMAPNY (PVT) LTD, 6/21/2007 7,560.00 high power 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS,& H.N.B. 6/21/2007 11,763.00 power fluctuations 

F/010/FRT/35480 A.N.Lanka Pvt Ltd 6/26/2007 10,800.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35362 
NEW SAMAN GROUP (PVT) LTD.& 
H.N.B.SORIYAWEWA, 6/26/2007 28,000.00 motor damage 
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F/010/FRT/35448 THILAKA TEA FACTORY (PRIVATE) LTD 7/2/2007 275,000.00 Power surge/Lightning 

F/010/FRT/35499 Ramir Tea Factory (Pvt)Ltd., 7/3/2007 51,000.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35440 B.HANURA PEIRIS, 7/11/2007 0 Panel board damage 

F/010/FRT/35434 E.P.PIYASENA 7/12/2007 5,831.00 accidental damage 

F/010/FRT/35429 U.G.JINADASA - UNITY TEA FACTORY 7/14/2007 49,801.00 capacitor bank damage 

F/010/FRT/35403 MALLWATTE VALLEY PLANTATION LTD 7/20/2007 37,850.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35440 B.HANURA PEIRIS, 8/5/2007 112,729.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35323 S.A. GALABODA 8/21/2007 15,050.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35360 EKVIN TEA FACTORY (PVT) LTD, 8/29/2007 966,260.00 Fire 

F/010/FRT/35317 MANAGING DIRECTOR, 9/3/2007 0 WCI- INJURY 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.HANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 9/13/2007 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/34627 
MADULSIMA PLANTATIONS LTD.& 
H.N.B.COLOMBO-01, 9/16/2007 45,364.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35330 
LIONS MANAGEMENT (PVT) LTD.& 
D.F.C.C. 10/4/2007 8,228.25 motor damage 

F/010/FRT735515 
SESAME SENHORA TEA COPMANY (PVTO 
ITD 10/5/2007 25,000.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/34813 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 10/15/2007 50,023.00 lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35323 
SURESH ASANKA GALABODA.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK, 10/21/2007 17,300.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.HANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 10/22/2007 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35370 D.G.YASASIRI 10/27/2007 0 motor damage 

E/FRT/07/0153 G WELLAPPILI 10/30/2007 0 motor damage 

E/FRT/07/0153 G WELLAPPILI 11/1/2007 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35502 PRASANNA DEVI WANNIARACHCHI & 11/8/2007 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35518 M. D. Ariyasena 11/8/2007 10,000.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35474 BOGAWANTALAWA TEA ESTATES LTD. 11/9/2007 0 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35436 SUWISKA TEA FACTORY 11/19/2007 74,750.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.HANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 11/19/2007 20,002.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35438 PAGOTA TEA FACTORY 11/22/2007 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35362 
NEW SAMAN GROUP (PVT) LTD.& 
H.N.B.SORIYAWEWA, 11/27/2007 0 Mechanical break down 

F/010/FRT/34817 
BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK, 12/2/2007 0 Power surge 

F/010/FRT/35456 Nlvithigala Tea Factory (Pvt) Ltd. 12/3/2007 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35317 MANAGING DIRECTOR, 12/11/2007 0 Over loading 

F/010/FRT/35489 G. WELLAPPILI 12/14/2007 19,509.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35355 ANDARADENIYA (PVT) LTD 12/19/2007 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35495 L.E. Liyanaqe 12/20/2007 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.HANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 12/25/2007 0 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35305 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 12/26/2007 11,450.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35445 SHERWOOD TEA FACTORY 12/28/2007 19,550.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35362 
NEW SAMAN GROUP (PVT) LTD.& 
H.N.B.SORIYAWEWA, 12/28/2007 39,765.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35456 Hauqhton Tea Company (Pvt) Ltd. 1/7/2008 125,000.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35362 
NEW SAMAN GROUP (PVT) LTD.& 
H.N.B.SORIYAWEWA, 1/11/2008 15,900.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.HANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 1/14/2008 0 Control panel damage 

F/010/FRT/35480 AN.Lanka Pvt Ltd 1/22/2008 8,550.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35517 M. D. Ariyasena 1/23/2008 47,260.00 Drier damage 

F/010/FRT/35456 NivithigalaTea Company (Pvt) Ltd. 1/24/2008 11,250.00 power fluctuations 

F/010/FRT/35456 Haughton Tea Company (Pvt) Ltd. 1/27/2008 5,000.00 power fluctuations 

F/010/FRT/35546 B.HA PERIS 1/28/2008 17,302.00 Motor damage 
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F/010/FRT/35456 Hauqhton Tea Company (Pvt) Ltd. 1/28/2008 10,321.00 power fluctuations 

F/010/FRT/34628 
MADULSIMA PLANTATIONS LTD.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK, 1/30/2008 21,825.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/34814 BALANGTODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 1/31/2008 0 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/34627 
MADULSIMA PLANTATIONS LTD.& 
H.N.B.COLOMBO-01, 2/1/2008 524,044.50 Fire/lightning 

F/010/FRT/35440 B.HANURA PEIRIS, 2/9/2008 0 Panel board damage 

F/010/FRT/35495 HIDELLANA TEA FACTORY 2/16/2008 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35506 L E LIYANAGE 2/17/2008 49,439.00 Capacitor bank damage 

F/010/FRT/35524 K. K. Dharmadasa 2/20/2008 11,900.00 Drier damage 

F/010/FRT/35309 K.D.S.R.UPASENA.& D.F.C.C. 2/23/2008 7,200.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35392 
K.D.S.R.UPASENA-GALPADITHENNA TEA 
FACTORY 2/25/2008 8,500.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35517 M. D. Ariyasena 2/27/2008 8,100.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35486 A P V WIJETHUNGE 3/2/2008 0 Power failure 

F/010/FRT/35270 D.S.SENANAYAKA.& H.N.B. 3/6/2008 6,000.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35520 Ranjith Lakshman Kodagoda 3/10/2008 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35524 K. K. Dharmadasa 3/11/2008 0 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35489 G. WELLAPPILI 3/14/2008 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/34613 
J.D. SAMARASEKERA.& COMMERCIAL 
BANK.GALLE FORT. 3/17/2008 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35515 
SESAME SENHORA TEA COPMANY (PVTO 
ITD 3/25/2008 0 storm 

F/010/FRT/35550 Wikiliya Plantation (Pvt) Ltd. 3/26/2008 11,000.00 power surge 

F/010/FRT/35474 BOGAWANTALAWA TEA ESTATES LTD. 3/27/2008 0 internal electrical fault 

F/010/FRT/35362 
NEW SAMAN GROUP (PVT) LTD.& 
H.N.B.SORIYAWEWA, 3/28/2008 0 cyclone 

F/010/FRT/34915 
URUWALA TEA FACTORY (PVT) LTD.& 
H.N.B.LTD.MATARA, 3/28/2008 199,500.00 lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35436 SUWISKA TEA FACTORY 4/2/2008 88,101.00 power surge 

F/010/FRT/35355 ANDARADENIYA (PVT) LTD 4/7/2008 18,450.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35309 K.D.S.R.UPASENA.& D.F.C.C. 4/8/2008 24,030.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35456 Nivithigala Tea Company (Pvt) Ltd. 4/8/2008 6,750.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35490 HPP TEA FACTORY 4/8/2008 0 power fluctuation 

F/010/FRT/35517 M. D. Ariyasena 4/9/2008 4,950.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35347 
WALAWWATTA DENIYAYA (PVT) LTD.& 
BANK OF CEYLON, 4/17/2008 0 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35429 U.G.JINADASA - UNITY TEA FACTORY 4/17/2008 21,584.00 power fault 

F/010/FRT/35323 
SURESH ASANKA GALABODA.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK, 4/19/2008 0 Storm 

F/010/FRT/35309 K.D.S.R.UPASENA.& D.F.C.C. 4/20/2008 25,500.00 Burglary 

F/010/FRT/35551 H. P. P. Tea Factory ( Pvt) Ltd 4/22/2008 23,089.00 Burglary 

F/010/FRT/35495 HIDELLANA TEA FACTORY 4/22/2008 24,800.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35495 L.E. Liyanaqe 4/22/2008 104,000.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35362 
NEW SAMAN GROUP (PVT) LTD.& 
H.N.B.SORIYAWEWA, 4/25/2008 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35392 
K.D.S.R.UPASENA-GALPADITHENNA TEA 
FACTORY 4/26/2008 5,500.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35440 B.HANURA PEIRIS, 4/27/2008 312,750.00 Fire 

F/010/FRT/35449 MANAGER 4/28/2008 6,800.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35445 SHERWOOD TEA FACTORY 5/9/2008 7,100.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35551 H. P. P. Tea Factory ( Pvt) Ltd 5/13/2008 32,500.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35442 
KELLAPOTHA TEA FACTORY (PVT) 
LIMITED 5/18/2008 187,730.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35520 Ranjith Lakshman Kodagoda 5/19/2008 0 Burglary 
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F/010/FRT/35360 EKVIN TEA FACTORY (PVT) LTD 5/22/2008 110,320.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35495 HIDELLANA TEA FACTORY 5/22/2008 35,327.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35500 H.K.C.DE SILVA 5/25/2008 20,322.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35506 L E LIYANAGE 5/27/2008 386,544.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35442 
KELLAPOTHA TEA FACTORY (PvT) 
LIMITED 5/29/2008 241,500.00 Fire 

F/010/FRT/35270 D.S.SENANAYAKA.& H.N.B. 6/1/2008 203,110.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35392 
K.D.S.R.UPASENA-GALPADITHENNA TEA 
FACTORY 6/3/2008 11,700.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35456 NIVITHIGALA TEA FACTORY 6/4/2008 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35479 Pamoga Samat (Pvt)Ltd., 6/6/2008 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 6/13/2008 0 cyclone 

F/010/FRT/35362 
NEW SAMAN GROUP (PVT) LTD.& 
H.N.B.SORIYAWEWA, 6/14/2008 50,000.00 Liqhtning surge 

F/010/FRT/35474 BOGAWANTALAWA TEA ESTATES LTD. 6/15/2008 10,506.00 transient surge 

F/010/FRT/35442 
KELLAPOTHA TEA FACTORY (PVT) 
LIMITED 6/23/2008 48,300.00 storm 

F/010/FRT/34950 K.D. UPASENA.& D.F.C.C.BANK, 6/24/2008 0 internal surge 

F/010/FRT/35506 L E LIYANAGE 6/24/2008 0 power surge 

F/010/FRT/35392 
K.D.S.R.UPASENA-GALPADITHENNA TEA 
FACTORY 6/25/2008 . 23,580.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35495 HIDELLANA TEA FACTORY 7/12/2008 0 Liqhtning surge 

F/010/FRT/35393 M.G.LAKSHMAN & D.F.C.C 7/13/2008 275,825.00 lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35309 K.D.S.R.UPASENA.& D.F.C.C. 7/18/2008 29,475.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35501 HIRAN GAMAGE 7/21/2008 32,400.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35440 B.HANURA PEIRIS, 7/24/2008 0 motor damage 

F/78/2007/01 M.S.N.FERNANDO 7/25/2008 297,839.35 Flood 

F/010/FRT/35392 
K.D.S.R.UPASENA-GALPADITHENNA TEA 
FACTORY 7/28/2008 39,000.00 lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/34813 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 7/29/2008 18,647.50 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/34827 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 8/4/2008 86,622.00 Liqhtning surge 

F/010/FRT/35323 
SURESH ASANKA GALABODA.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK, 8/8/2008 0 internal power surge 

F/010/FRT/34823 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 8/10/2008 230,665.50 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35305 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 8/13/2008 31,388.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35305 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 8/19/2008 13,645.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35494 HAUGHTON TEA COMPANY LTD. 8/19/2008 14,950.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.HANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 8/25/2008 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35451 S.L.SUNIL, 8/27/2008 3,700.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35456 Haughton Tea Company (Pvt) Ltd. 8/31/2008 9,450.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35524 K. K. Dharmadasa 9/1/2008 0 impact damage 

F/010/FRT/35456 Haughton Tea Company (Pvt) Ltd. 9/2/2008 9,200.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35451 S.L.SUNIL, 9/8/2008 28,050.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/34470 
NANDANA TEA FACTORY PVT LTD & 
SAMPATH BANK 9/11/2008 18,800.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35495 HIDELLANA TEA FACTORY 9/13/2008 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35495 HIDELLANA TEA FACTORY 9/17/2008 0 Cyclone 

F/010/FRT/35508 A.C.M.SADEEK 9/18/2008 42,000.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35370 D.G.YASASIRI 9/22/2008 9,500.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35426 
NEW NIVITHIGALA TEA FACTORY (PVT) 
LTD., 10/8/2008 115,000.00 lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35323 SA. GALABODA 10/9/2008 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35323 
SURESH ASANKA GALABODA.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK, 10/10/2008 12,440.00 lightning surge 
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F/010/FRT735362 
NEW SAMAN GROUP (PVT) LTD.& 
H.N.B.SORIYAWEWA, 10/12/2008 48,800.00 internal power surge 

F/010/FRT/34470 
NANDANA TEA FACTORY PVT LTD & 
SAM PATH BANK 10/19/2008 63,500.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35434 E.P.PIYASENA 10/29/2008 17,800.00 High voltage 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 11/2/2008 4,175.00 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35456 MS. Nivithiqala Tea Factory (Pvt) Ltd. 11/3/2008 0 motor burnt 

E/FRT/07/0139 MAHESH VIDANAPATHIRANA 11/10/2008 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35508 A.C.M.SADEEK 11/10/2008 18,000.00 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35546 B.H.A PERIS 11/17/2008 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35362 
NEW SAMAN GROUP (PVT) LTD.& 
H.N.B.SORIYAWEWA, 11/19/2008 506,710.00 Fire 

F/010/FRT/35494 HAUGHTON TEA COMPANY LTD. 11/20/2008 37,688.00 Lightning surge 

FRT/014/2009/01 
Modaragoda Kanda Tea Factory, & DFCc 
Bank, Matara 11/25/2008 0 motor burnt 

FRT/014/2009/01 
Modaragoda Kanda Tea Factory, & DFCc 
Bank, Matara 11/27/2008 11,200.00 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35510 Malwatte Valley Plantation Pic 11/28/2008 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35309 K.D.S.R.UPASENA.& D.F.C.C. 12/9/2008 45,965.00 High voltage 

F/010/FRT/35260 C.D.VITHANACHCHI.& BANK OF CEYLON. 12/9/2008 55,200.00 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35392 
K.D.S.R.UPASENA-GALPADITHENNA TEA 
FACTORY 12/9/2008 5,500.00 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35392 
K.D.S.R.UPASENA-GALPADITHENNA TEA 
FACTORY 12/12/2008 5,500.00 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35456 MS. Nivithigala Tea Factory (Pvt) Ltd. 12/15/2008 0 LIGHTNING 

F/010/FRT/35489 G WELLAPPILI 12/16/2008 475,000.00 Fire/lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35973 Rathnayaka & Mr.A.Dias 12/29/2008 35,280.00 High voltage 

F/010/FRT/34818 
BLANGODA PLANTAIONS LTD.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK, 1/7/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/34820 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 1/12/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 1/15/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35359 
HAYCOCK VALLY TEA FACTORY & DFCC 
BANK 1/27/2009 28,800.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35307 
CEYLON TEA MANUFACTURERS (PVT) 
LTD, 1/28/2009 22,050,450.00 Fire 

F/010/FRT/34830 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 1/29/2009 244,944.96 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35445 SHERWOOD TEA FACTORY 2/16/2009 20,300.00 Power surge 

F/010/FRT/35494 HAUGHTON TEA COMPANY LTD. 2/17/2009 900 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35305 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 2/21/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 3/13/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35470 Andaradeniya Holdings ( Pvt) Ltd 3/15/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35495 L.E. Liyanage 3/17/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35509 Malwatte Valley Plantation Pic 3/20/2009 29,568.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35309 K.D.S.R.UPASENA,& D.F.C.C. 3/24/2009 10,000.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35440 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS, 3/27/2009 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35426 
NEW NIVITHIGALA TEA FACTORY (PVT) 
LTD., 3/29/2009 190,000.00 lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35495 L.E. Liyanaqe 3/30/2009 0 lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35464 PRIDE TEA COMAPNY (PVT) LTD, 3/30/2009 5,126.00 lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35323 
SURESH ASANKA GALABODA.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK, 3/30/2009 17,931.38 lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35434 E.P.PIYASENA 3/31/2009 23,400.00 lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35340 ANDARADENIYA ESTATE (PVT) LTD, 4/1/2009 75,900.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35430 
IVY VALLEY TEA COMPCNY PVT LTD & 
D.F.C.C.BANK 4/2/2009 126,326.00 flood 

F/010/FRT/35459 MADOLA TEA FACTORY 4/2/2009 159,422.60 High voltage 
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F/010/FRT/35518 M. D. Ariyasena 4/7/2009 11,700.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/34830 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 4/8/2009 88,136.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35456 MS. Nivithigala Tea Factory (Pvt) Ltd. 4/8/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35440 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS, 4/9/2009 0 Power surge 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 4/11/2009 4,859.00 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35501 HIRAN GAMAGE 4/17/2009 7,515.00 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35519 M/S ANDARADENIYA HOLDING (PVT)PVT, 4/17/2009 36,558.00 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35444 AGARAPATHANA PLANTATIONS LIMITED 4/21/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/34827 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 4/22/2009 43,415.00 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/34815 BALANGODA PLANTATIONS LTD, 4/23/2009 181,853.00 lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35525 Andaradeniya Holdings ( Pvt) Ltd 4/23/2009 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35340 ANDARADENIYA ESTATE (PVT) LTD, 4/25/2009 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35440 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS, 4/26/2009 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/34826 
BALANGODA PLANTATION LTD.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK, 4/27/2009 2,276,184.00 Fire 

F/010/FRT/35392 
K.D.S.R.UPASENA-GALPADITHENNA TEA 
FACTORY 4/27/2009 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35352 TETLEY TEA COMPANY (PVT) LTD, 4/28/2009 100,000.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35509 Malwatte Valley Plantation Pic 5/5/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35486 A.P.V.WIJETHUNGA 5/18/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35495 L.E. Liyanage 5/19/2009 735,000.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35430 
IVY VALLEY TEA COMPCNY PVT LTD & 
D.F.C.C.BANK 5/22/2009 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35309 K.D.S.R.UPASENA.& D.F.C.C. 5/22/2009 8,955.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/34509 
DAMPAHALA TEA COMPANY & PEOPLE'S 
BANK URUBOKKA 5/25/2009 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35436 SUWISKA TEA FACTORY 5/26/2009 10,150.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35502 PRASANNA DEVI WANNIARACHCHI & 5/27/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35317 
MANAGING DIRECTOR,- UVA 
HALPEWATTA TEA FACTORY 5/29/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35514 Kamal Mahesh Ranaweera 5/31/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35442 
KELLAPOTHATEA FACTORY (PVT) 
LIMITED 6/9/2009 636,007.50 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35473 Rathnayaka & Mr.A.Dias 6/9/2009 33,500.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35323 
SURESH ASANKA GALABODA.& 
D.F.C.C.BANK, 6/10/2009 17,935.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35463 R.G. Dethiefsen 6/11/2009 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35489 G. WELLAPPILI 6/16/2009 0 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35121 GALATARA TEA FACTORY, 6/16/2009 396,871.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35440 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS, 6/16/2009 10,350.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35515 
SESAME SENHORA TEA COPMANY (PVTO 
ITD 6/19/2009 7,500.00 Electrical leakage 

F/010/FRT/35515 
SESAME SENHORA TEA COPMANY (PVTO 
ITD 6/19/2009 7,500.00 Short circuiting 

F/010/FRT/35309 K.D.S.R.UPASENA.& D.F.C.C. 6/23/2009 70,008.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 6/27/2009 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35516 Lucky Tea Factory 6/27/2009 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35450 MULATIYANA TEA FACTORY 6/29/2009 24,000.00 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35440 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS, 6/30/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35403 MALLWATTE VALLEY PLANTATION LTD 6/30/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35473 Rathnayaka & Mr.A.Dias 6/30/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35506 L E LIYANAGE 7/5/2009 275,000.00 Lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35546 B.H.A PERIS 7/5/2009 17,293.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35392 K.D.S.R.UPASENA-GALPADITHENNA TEA 7/10/2009 47,972.00 Lightning surge 
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FACTORY 

F/010/FRT/35456 Haughton Tea Company (Pvt) Ltd. 7/13/2009 5,175.00 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35480 A.N.Lanka Pvt Ltd 7/14/2009 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35489 GWELLAPPILI 7/15/2009 62,729.00 internal surge 

F/010/FRT/35359 
HAYCOCK VALLY TEA FACTORY & DFCC 
BANK 7/20/2009 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35518 M. D. Ariyasena 7/21/2009 0 Motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35270 D.S.SENANAYAKA.& H.N.B. 7/22/2009 21,450.00 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35506 L E LIYANAGE 7/28/2009 11,250.00 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35554 BLUE FIELD GARDENS (PVT) LTD. 8/2/2009 0 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35309 K.D.S.R.UPASENA.& D.F.C.C. 8/8/2009 21,330.00 motor burnt 

F/010/FRT/35500 Silvery Tea Factoty 8/10/2009 221,100.00 lightning surge 

F/010/FRT/35498 S.D.Hemasiri 8/10/2009 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35447 Falcon Tea Factory 8/14/2009 49,263.00 machinery breakdown 

E/FRT/015/09/016 KODAGODA TEA FACTORY 8/14/2009 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 8/17/2009 0 machinery break down 

F/010/FRT/35473 Rathnayaka & Mr.A.Dias 8/17/2009 0 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35470 Andaradeniya Holdings ( Pvt) Ltd 8/17/2009 3,060.00 motor damage 

F/010/FRT/35439 B.H.ANURA PEIRIS.& H.N.B. 8/19/2009 0 Motor damage 
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Mounting Specifications of I.R Detector 

2.1 M o u n t i n g 

IR spa-* i&eaxrs ia%« sfe-ct-s 3-d v.ea<ieises. :oislde-lness before irrjllaton. 

~-i ce:ectof cs i de retried t s IC re for ro.rti; i o e s 01 ire dele;:;- ICJS IC It is p-e'eTed ir,3l trecacie 
gland s poliUrg down, .savs 3 ocp or ssa-e cade /.'ti a dlaneter of acp*ox."*0 en ;4 Inch/ ~rs advised 
T3< TLT dt~. cijTf.tr nst jar ce ceteoted i * meier>;40 hch; ). 

Pieas-e note ma: the standard 1 n:erer ;iC i'/?ch,i long Fiber Optic cables may not ce /ong enough 
for Tiounting on a f .neter (iO inch} dia<r,e:er ducz. Contact Sense-W/IREi:"' if longer Fiber Opzic 
Cables are requred. 

Tie jeiso"£ dd rot ocne >.vftr re ic slrce eve-.' djcl aic d j« suface s C rerer: i s-a:e ard sze Cfter tie 
tlttligs 3'» Aede-d as yot cs i see Ii ire pldtre'oi :r.e ie*t page rtiei tie senses ;re recited 3* ' t-e> a*e 
ral'c?ire dtc:t iei vie fodt -c ta -c ; r r he dt;: All keep :re~ se-so's clean TJ ; - o-ger Tie isla e' sf'ojlc 
Tans 3 'ting »vti 3 ? Tin 2" icr; ic e rat iods :ie seiscr n pa;e The :p of tie seistr res 3 di3neter c* 
7 nr. i + - D.2? ir-tn 3rd is 1: TH .+•- rcii i:rg. Tie nsdeortie dust ivrere n e s e r s o ' s routed sroi d 
ce SToon to avoid d t cu d -p. 

M a x mum duct size IRL-3DC/1: 0.5 meter • 2D' rcinc c 42 cm ; 15"} square. 
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Specifications of selected surge arrestor 

SDD3-25-275 SDD3-S0-275 SDD3-100-275 SDD3-150-275 

Electrical Specifications 

Connection type Shunt 

Modes of protection All mode (L-N, L-PE, N-PE) 

Phases 3 

Nominal voltage U 0 
230V / 50Hz 

Maximum continuous voltage U c 
275V / 50Hz 

Maximum discharge current (8/20us) I ma 25kA 50kA 100kA 150kA 

Voltage protection level @ 3kA (8/20us) U p <800V 

Response time u <5ns 

Earth leakage current <10uA 

Display LED status 

Alarms (optional) Segment / thermal failure, clean SPDT contact 

Alarm isolation 4kV 

Backup fuse (HRC) 32A 

Mechanical Specifications 

Operating temperature / humidity -40 to +40°C / 0 to 90% non-condensing 

Terminal capacity - power 16mm 2 

Terminal capacity - alarms 2.5mm 2 

Terminal screw torque - power 1.0Nm 

Terminal screw torque - alarm 0.5Nm 

Environmental IP 20 

Mounting TS35 DIN rail 

Enclosure / Colour Metal / black 

Weight 440g 

: — 
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